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"Capacities and Modes of Thinking": 

Intellectual Engagements and Subaltern Hegemony 


in the Early History of Malagasy Christianity 


PIER M. LARSON 

We must make allowance for the complex and unstable process whereby 
discourse can be  both an instrument and an effect of power, but also a 
hindrance, a stumbling-block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an 
opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and produces power; it reinforces it, but 
also undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to  
thwart. 

Michel Foucault, The Histoly of Sexuality (New York, 1990), 1: 101. 

IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER,nearly all current scholarship on European expansion 
struggles with how to conceptualize cultural exchange in contexts of unequally 
distributed power. Historians of colonial culture have recently sought to explore 
this tension by examining how European cultural discourses contributed to the 
production of imperial p0wer.l Key to this "new discursive history" with its 
emphasis on the capacity of ideas to transform human relationships has been a 
concern with how European powers discursively defined imperial subjects as 
governable others. Heavily influenced by readings of Michel Foucault that place 
emphasis on the role of knowledge in the service of state power, many of the new 
imperial histories investigate colonial discourses of personhood, religion, space, 
race, gender, sexuality, and the body to show how European intellectual hegemony 
transformed colonial subjects' mental worlds, organizations of knowledge, and daily 
routine^.^ While they opened new and important terrains of investigation into the 
relationship of knowledge and the production of power in colonial contexts, 
neo-Foucauldian studies of imperial discourse have underestimated the intellectual 

I would like to thank Jennifer Cole, Sarah Fee, Steven Feierman, Allen Isaacman, Paul Landau, Sheryl 
McCurdy, Karen Middleton, Londa Schiebinger, Amy Stambach, and the anonymous reviewers for 
AHR,  who provided invaluable advice in sharpening this article. Research for this project was funded 
by the Mellon Foundation, the Fulbright-Hayes Doctoral Dissertation Program, the Social Science 
Research Council, the Scandinavian-American Foundation, and the Research and Graduate Studies 
Office of the College of the Liberal Arts, Pennsylvania State University. 

When speaking of the political contexts of European expansion, the narrative of this article shifts 
between concepts of colony and empire. It does so not to suggest that the two are interchangeable but 
that the argument applies in both cases. 

Some of the new colonial histories were debated in articles authored by Gyan Prakash, Florencia 
E. Mallon, and Frederick Cooper in the AHR Forum of AHR 99 (December 1994). The present article 
is composed in dialogue with these contributions and has benefited from their insights and perspectives. 
Specifically, this contribution grows directly out of Cooper's recommendation that historians embark 
on histories of engagement in colonial contexts. 
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resilience of "colonized minds." With their assumptions about the ability of 
colonially formulated discourses to constrain persons at the periphery of European 
empire, the new discursive histories parallel dependency and world systems 
theories, which claimed that "peripheries" were economically organized in a 
manner functional for Euro-centered capitalism. But colonized people routinely 
engaged and rearranged colonial discourses by fitting them into local systems of 
knowledge. Like everyone, people at the periphery of the European empire could 
only understand what was new to them by analogy to what they already knew. By 
filtering European discourses through their own orders of meaning, "subalterns" 
limited the potential of those discourses to rule effectively in the service of colonial 
power. 

The spread of Christianity in Africa and elsewhere in the former colonies is 
among the most successful, deep-rooted, and lasting cultural legacies of European 
expansion. By focusing on a particular example of Christian evangelism, this study 
of discourse and European imperialism takes as its example one of the most 
engaged categories of intellectual encounter between Europeans and "other7' 
peoples. Because successful Christian evangelism entails meaningful intellectual 
encounters, discourses of mission Christianity in the modern world constitute a 
fertile testing ground for theories of discourse and imperial power. By means of a 
case study of Christian evangelization in the highlands of central Madagascar, this 
article suggests a modification of the neo-Foucauldian paradigm in colonial 
intellectual history. I investigate a common paradox in the global history of 
Christianity: highland Malagasy peasants appropriated the religious idiom of 
European missionaries yet transformed it to suit their own cultural logic. On the 
one hand, the Malagasy appropriation of Christianity represented a successful 
project of evangelization supported by both British imperial authorities in the 
Indian Ocean and King Radama of highland Madagascar, who himself was in the 
process of constructing an island-wide empire. But on the other, the Malagasy 
conversion inverted the relationship of intellectual-cultural constraint that often 
characterizes recent history and theory of colonial culture. Unable to determine the 
words and concepts through which the Malagasy made sense of Christianity, 
European missionaries were obliged to transform their language and shift their 
theology to make it more compatible with Malagasy culture. They were obliged to 
evangelize on Malagasy terms, and in ways that made intellectual sense to their 
audiences. At the same time, missionaries remained among the materially and 
politically powerful in Malagasy society. This paradox in Malagasy intellectual 
engagements with foreign religious emissaries-the hegemony of a subaltern 
intellectual discourse over that of a materially dominant and politically connected 
elite-suggests a rethinking of the ways in which colonial cultural, intellectual, and 
discursive projects are commonly conceptual i~ed.~Far from producing their 
intended outcome, imperial discourses were often transformed and vernacularized 
by the subjects of European rule. Studies of power and knowledge in imperial 
contexts need to pay greater attention to the basic process of subaltern reception 

3 The term subaltern hegemony is inspired by Ranajit Guha, "Dominance without Hegemony and Its 
Historiography," in Ranajit Guha, ed., Subaltern Studies VI: Writings on South Asian Histoiy and Society 
(Delhi, 1989), 210-309. 
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and conversion of European discourses. By their active engagement with the 
intellectual material of colonial discourses, imperial subjects constrained, limited, 
and transformed the cognitive culture of the foreign and politically dominant. 

AT THE INVITATION OF KING RADAMA, Protestant missionaries of the London 
Missionary Society (LMS) commenced preaching and teaching in 1820 in and 
around the capital of the expanding Merina kingdom of central Madagascar. 
Radama sought the literacy offered by missionaries to create an effective imperial 
bureaucracy. At the same time, he embraced the military and technical assistance 
offered by the British government, using it to fashion a permanent standing army 
with which to more effectively conquer and rule the far-flung quarters of his rapidly 
expanding empire. For their part, British authorities were interested in supporting 
an informal Malagasy empire by promoting literacy, Protestantism, and British 
influence in the capital, Antananarivo, ensuring their nearby Indian Ocean 
plantation colony at Mauritius a vital source of food and labor, and destroying a 
protracted history of French colonial influence in Madagascar. With these geopo- 
litical goals in mind, Sir Robert Farquhar, governor of Mauritius, and his 
diplomatic emissaries to Antananarivo aided the LMS mission financially, diplo- 
matically, and logistically until missionaries were required to leave Madagascar in 
1836. During the first fifteen years of their presence as royally protected and 
sponsored emissaries at Radama's capital, LMS missionaries primarily concerned 
themselves with learning the Malagasy language, translating the Bible into the 
vernacular, and operating schools for children recruited for them through royal 
edict. (Most of these children were later drafted into high positions in the army and 
administration.) With the permission of Queen Ranavalona, who came to power at 
Radama's death in 1828, missionaries conducted their first baptisms in May 1831. 
By the end of that year, however, Ranavalona changed her mind about Christian 
baptisms and withdrew her permission for them after some 150 individuals had 
been baptized, most of them adults.4 

What did it mean to be a Christian within the early Merina kingdom, and who 

For general histories of the Merina kingdom, see Hubert Deschamps, Histoire de Madagascar, 4th 
edn. (Paris, 1972); Mervyn Brown, A History of Madagascar (London, 1995); Phares M. Mutibwa, The 
Malagasy and the Europeans: Madagascar's Foreign Relations, 1861-1895 (Atlantic Highlands, N.J., 
1974); Michel Prou, Malagasy "Un pas de plus": Vers I'histoire du "Royaume de Madagascar" au XIXe 
sikcle, vol. 1 (Paris, 1987); Pier M. Larson, "Desperately Seeking 'the Merina' (Central Madagascar): 
Reading Ethnonyms and Their Semantic Fields in African Identity Histories," Journal of Southern 
African Studies 22 (December 1996): 541-60. For a history of the LMS mission, consult Bonar A. Gow, 
Madagascar and the Protestant Impact: The Work of the British Missions, 1818-95 (New York, 1979); 
Norman Goodall, A Histoiy of the London Missionaiy Society, 1895-1945 (London, 1954). Baptismal 
statistics for 1831, the only year during which baptisms were permitted, are not complete. Baptisms 
were conducted at two chapels run by David Griffiths and David Johns, respectively. Griffiths reported 
having baptized 96 persons by the end of 1831. See Edward Baker and Griffiths to J. Clayton, 
Antananarivo, February 2, 1831, Archives of the London Missionary Society (Council for World 
Mission Archives), Library of the School for Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 
Madagascar Incoming Letters, Box 4, Folder 1, Jacket D (hereafter, these letters are cited in the 
following abbreviated form providing both date and location: 02/02/31, LMSI411ID). These statistics are 
from the extract of David Griffiths' baptismal register appended to the preceding letter. Baptismal 
statistics from David Johns' chapel do not appear in LMS records. Various comments in LMS letters 
from 1831, however, suggest that about half the number of individuals were baptized at Johns' chapel 
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were the early Christians? Historians of Madagascar have traditionally conceptu- 
alized Christianity as a systematic and well-defined foreign complex of ideas and 
practices introduced into Madagascar by European missionaries to which some 
Malagasy converted by means of the sacrament of baptism. "As a personal 
engagement," writes Bruno Hiibsch, "adherence to Christianity signified above all 
openness to a divine message exterior to Madaga~car ."~ Gwyn Campbell explains 
Malagasy Christianity in more contrastive terms: "Christianity represented an alien 
cosmic order that could take deep root in Malagasy society only if, firstly, 
traditional ancestral powers were seen to be failing to guarantee national security 
and prosperity, and secondly if the pantheon of Christian powers could subse- 
quently demonstrate that they were able to restore and maintain the national 
elfa are."^ According to these interpretations of evangelization, religious transfor- 
mation in early nineteenth-century highland Madagascar was a zero-sum game: 
what "traditional ancestral powers7' lost to a crisis of religious confidence, 
missionaries gained for their alien practice of Christianity.' These categorical 
theories of conversion are ultimately based on mission understandings of Chris- 
tianity. Conversion, according to the LMS, transpired at the transformative moment 
of baptism after a disciplined period of instruction at the feet of LMS ~ l e r g y . ~  A 
corollary of such a theory of conversion, Christianity in highland Madagascar 
consisted of those ideas and practices that circulated within the well-bounded, 
restricted, and mission-sanctioned community of baptized Malagasy. Christianity, 
for the missionaries, was clearly recognizable and carefully controlled under the 
intellectual authority of foreign clerics. 

Cultural studies of early Christianity in highland Madagascar have adopted the 
foregoing theory of religious transformation and broadened it intellectually. 
Fran~oise  Raison-Jourde, for example, has theorized a dichotomy between Mala- 
gasy oral and British literate culture that informed the evangelistic and linguistic 
work of the LMS miss i~nar ies .~  She argued that the missionaries applied a narrow 

as at Griffiths'. See especially Griffiths to Directors, Antananarivo, 12110131, LMSI4IlIC; J. J. Freeman 
to Philips, Antananarivo, 16110131, LMSI411ID. 

5 Bruno Hiibsch, Madagascar et le christianisme (Fianarantsoa, 1993), 222. 
6 Gwyn Campbell, "Crisis of Faith and Colonial Conquest: The Impact of Famine and Disease in 

Late Nineteenth-Century Madagascar," Cahiers d'e'tudes africaines 32 (1992): 415. 
7 For similar interpretations, see Gow, Madagascar and the Protestant Impact, 12-13; Gerald M. Berg, 

"Writing Ideology: Ranavalona, the Ancestral Bureaucrat," History in Africa 22 (1995): 80-81; Maurice 
Bloch, From Blessing to Violence: History and Ideology in the Circumcision Ritual of the Merina of 
Madagascar (Cambridge, 1986), 18-28. 

8 This theory of conversion was fundamental to the LMS mission and is found in the practices of 
accepting for baptism only those Malagasy who had memorized catechisms and had taken instruction 
from the missionaries in religion and literacy. David Jones, the first LMS missionary to arrive in 
Antananarivo, boldly emphasized this point to King Radama in conversation, saying, "I would not even 
admit him as a Christian convert unless I should find clear evidence of his true conversion & that he 
was really sensible of what I teach him from the Bible, which is always the given standard of all our 
missionaries to teach the heathen." Jones to David Bogue, Antananarivo, 03111120, LMSI112IB. See also 
William Ellis, ed., History of Madagascar, Comprising also The Progress of the Christian Mission 
Established in 1818; and an Authentic Account of the Persecution and Recent Martyrdom of the Native 
Christians (London, 1838), 2: 447 (hereafter, this work, a collective publication of the LMS missionaries 
edited in its final form by Ellis, is abbreviated HOM).  , 

9 Fran~oise Raison-Jourde, "L'echange inkgal de la langue: La pCnCtration des techniques linguis- 
tiques dans une civilisation de l'oral (Imerina, debut du XIXe sikcle)," Annales: Economies, sociCtCs, 
civilisations 32 (1977): 639-69. See also Raison-Jourde, "L'acculturation par 1'Ccriture sainte A 
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technical understanding of language to their work of creating a written Latin 
orthography for Malagasy and in producing their tools of literacy and conversion: 
vocabularies, catechisms, dictionaries, and translations of the Bible. The Victorian 
penchant for scientific technique and clear-cut translations, she contended, led to 
missionaries' lack of interest in the social context and richness of the Malagasy 
language. This process was especially salient in the production of a Malagasy-Eng- 
lish dictionary published in 1835, which proposed single rather than multiple 
definitions for Malagasy terms and rarely illustrated Malagasy words through the 
use of explanatory phrases.lO Raison-Jourde wrote: 

The translation of the Bible between 1824 and 1827 represented a prime cultural 
achievement during which the status of the [Malagasy] language was overturned by the 
auxiliary works that the translation produced: the creation of a treasure of words rapidly 
pushed toward the systematic collection for a dictionary, beginnings of grammars that 
commenced with a description of the language and proceeded to a fixing of compulsory 
norms taught in the schools.ll 

Expanding on the British missionaries' lack of interest in Malagasy oral culture, she 
continued: 

the first wave of missionaries (between 1820 and 1836) insisted little about the importance 
of the oral culture and the fundamental role in the society of the exchange of words. The 
missionaries are silent about the duality of the indigenous oral and the Christian written, 
which introduced divergent modes of transmission, and which bit by bit transformed the 
cultural field into a place of confrontation.12 

The technical interests of the missionaries, Raison-Jourde concluded, led to a 
"neglect of systematic transcription of oral treasures" and "permitted the valoriza- 
tion, once and for all, of a culture of literacy over a culture of orality."13 While 
Raison-Jourde correctly identified the avowed single-mindedness of LMS mission- 
aries in the technical aspects of their language work-they were primarily inter- 
ested in the task of creating what they considered a linguistically accurate 
translation of the scriptures-she overstated the degree to which the field of 
cultural interaction between the Malagasy and the missionaries became a battlefield 
between literate and oral forms of communication. Such a confrontational theory of 
conversion fails to account for the inability of LMS missionaries to control the flow, 
interpretation, and appropriation of their Christian message.14 The boundaries 

Madagascar: Une religion de l'ecriture dans une civilisation de l'oral," in Histoire du texte: Recherches 
sur la place du livre duns le christianisme (Paris, 1974), 72-82; Fran~oise Raison, "Ethnographie 
missionnaire et fait religieux au XIXe sikcle: Le cas de Madagascar," Revue francaise de sociologie 19 
(1978): 525-49; Raison, "Le travail missionnaire sur les formes de la culture orale B Madagascar entre 
1820 et 1886," Omaly sy anio 15 (1982): 33-52; Raison-Jourde, "Quand la culture d'elites devient 
culture populaire: Cent ans de rapports de force linguistique en Imerina," in B. Jewsiewicki and H. 
Moniot, eds., Dialoguer avec le lCopard? Pratiques, savoirs et actes du peuple face au politique en Afrique 
noire contemporaine (Paris, 1988), 74-107. 

lo David Johns, Diksionaiy Malagasy, Mizara Roa: Ny Faharoa'ny, Malagasy sy English (Antananarivo, 
1835). 

Raison-Jourde, "L'echange inCgal de la langue,"' 639-40. 
12 Raison-Jourde, "L'kchange inkgal de la langue," 640. 
' 3  Raison-Jourde, "L'echange inegal de la langue," 660. 
'4 Raison-Jourde has not revised the assertions in her work on the early nineteenth century. In a 
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between Christian and non-Christian in the early Merina kingdom became fuzzy 
and unpredictable in practice. 

INTERPRETATIONS AS DISCONTINUOUS WITH MALAGASY oftenOF CHRISTIANITY WAYS 

rest on missionary conflicts with spiritual beings called vazimba during the 1820s. 
Although they have been the subject of much inquiry in Malagasy history, vazimba 
are difficult to define with precision.15 Contemporary narratives identified vazimba 
as the original inhabitants of central Madagascar.16 Unlike spirits of those deceased 
who were properly buried in carefully maintained family tombs, vazimba spirits 
were said to inhabit the highland landscape, especially near ancient burial places 
such as raised mounds of earth.17 "Their graves . . . resemble small barrows, or 
gentle elevations of earth," wrote the missionaries in their collectively published 
two-volume monograph, his to^ of Madagascar, "with an upright stone placed in or 
near the centre, and a number of smaller stones rudely thrown together, like the 
ruins of an ancient grave."lR When, in 1829, iron pyrite miners performing royal 
labor service Cfanompoana) unearthed old bones contained in a canoe and 
encrusted with the mineral, they were immediately identified as being those of a 
vazimba.lg In practical terms, vazimba were associated with any remains or tombs 
to which the living could not attach a distinct memory.20 Vazimba were nameless 
ancestral spirits lacking proper and remembered ties to living kin through regularly 
maintained stone tombs and the periodic performance there of appropriate rituals 
by the living. Unpredictable in their perpetual state of social alienation, vazimba 
brooded angrily and dangerously. 

Because much of highland Madagascar's irregular landscape can be construed as 
containing the remains of vazimba graves, the most common offense against 
vazimba spirits was (and remains) inadvertently disturbing their dwelling places. On 
the other hand, as powerful spirits, vazimba were in a position to channel their 
power, if properly requested, to the benefit of humans. Because of their ambiguous 
role as powerfully dangerous yet potentially beneficial beings, vazimba are fre- 

recent book on Malagasy Christianity during the second half of the nineteenth century, however, she 
has come to recognize "phenomena of diffusion, of exchange of cultural traits, in short an important 
and poorly understood porousness of religious boundaries." Fran~oise Raison-Jourde, Bible et pouvoir 
a Madagascar au XIXe sitcle: Invention d'une identite' chrktienne et construction de l'ktat, 1780-1880 
(Paris, 1991), 6. It is precisely such a history of creative middle ground in highland Malagasy intellectual 
and religious history of the early nineteenth century that the present study pursues. 

l5 See Gerald Berg, "The Myth of Racial Strife and Merina Kinglists: The Transformation of Texts," 
History in Africa 4 (1972): 1-30. 

' 6  HOM, 1: 123-26; Raombana, Histoires (Fianarantsoa, 1980), 137-42; R. P. Callet, ed., Tantara ny 
Andriana eta Madagascar: Documents historiques d'aprts les manuscrits malgaches, 2 vols. (Antanan- 
arivo, 1981), 1: 7-8, 147, 237. 

'7 See David Jones, David Griffiths, and John Canham, "Copy of a Journal, Kept during a Tour 
round Tananarivou, Septr. 1823," 01/04/23 through 26109123, entry for 20109123, Archives of the London 
Missionary Society, Journals, Madagascar and Mauritius, Box 1 (hereafter, LMSIJIl), p. 24. 

lRHOM, 1: 125. 
l9 James Cameron to J. Arundel, Antananarivo, 25/09/29, LMS/3/2/B. 
20 See also Bloch, From Blessing to Violence, 42. 
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quently requested to fulfill personal wishese21 "All I can learn satisfactory of this 
superstition," wrote LMS missionary John Jeffreys early in 1823, 

is that the vazimba was a great Hero formerly, and who has been ever since regarded with 
a kind of religious veneration by the people. It is difficult to ascertain the exact sentiments 
of the people as to this superstition. But they say that if people are very poor or  sorrowful 
they bring a little money and leave it on the stone and kill a sheep or fowl, and that 
afterwards they prosper and are happy. Many will not go near it and say that if they touch 
the wood or  the stone they will become sick & die.22 

During the early decades of the nineteenth century, there were several prominent 
vazimba tombs in the vicinity of Antananarivo at which highlanders gathered to 
present their requests (fivavahana) and to kill poultry and small livestock, spilling 
their blood and posting their heads on poles erected from the ground. The 
missionaries7 first recorded encounter with vazimba spirits transpired right in their 
classroom. The following is an entry in David Griffiths' journal for February 15, 
1822: 

One of our scholars, a boy, was taken ill in a singular manner. His indisposition commenced 
with a pain about his shoulders and afterwards his head & heart were so affected that he was 
struck deaf and dumb. His wild leaps & jerks filled us with consternation, and perceiving no 
change likely to take place I ordered him to be conveyed home. On the following morning 
he attended school and was apparently quite well, but in the afternoon he was taken ill in 
a similar manner and at  the very same time as on the preceding day. N.B. This boy continued 
to attend the school for several days, and the moment the sun would reach a certain place 
(about 4 P.M.) he would be taken ill in the same manner, every afternoon. Of the nature and 
the cause of which I could not attain satisfactory accounts.23 

Three months later, the "illness" revisited Griffiths' school; this time, Griffiths 
made greater progress in his inquiries into the causes of the boys' behavior. 

May 10th. Two of our boys in the school were taken ill similarly to the boy on the 15th of 
Febry. One of them fell down quite [inlsensible and speechless. I enquired of the children 
what was the matter, they replied that he was mararan savat, or  that is sick or  sickened. 

Mararin-javatra, "sickened by a thing," is vernacular for what anthropologists of 
Madagascar call spirit possession, but it seemed unsatisfyingly vague to Griffiths. 
"This is so unaccountable by the Malagasy," he explained in his journal, "that they 
have no other name for it." The children were being possessed by something (a 
vazimba spirit, the children later informed him) that Griffiths found at once both 
challenging and silly.24 

What happened next in this missionary encounter with a vazimba spirit is 
extraordinary, for it must have been read very differently by Griffiths, on the one 
hand, and by his young Malagasy students, on the other. Griffiths explained: 
"Having sprinkled a little water on the face of the one that was most frightened, he 

Fran~oise Raison, "Les Ramanenjana, une mise en cause populaire du christianisme en Imerina," 
Asie du Sudest et rnonde insulindien 7 (1976): 271-93; Robert Cabanes, "Cultes de possession dans la 
plaine de Tananarive," Cahiers du Centre d'Etudes des Couturnes 9 (1972): 33-66. 

22 John Jeffreys, Journal, 15101123 through 19105123, LMSIJI1, pp. 3-4. 
2Wavid Griffiths, Journal, 18101122 through 19107122, entry for 15102122, LMSIJI1. 
24 Griffiths, Journal, 18101122 through 19107122, entry for 10105122, LMSIJI1. 
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asked his pardon and thrown a little more he revived and got the better of his fright 
and was soon able to attend to his lesson." Griffiths had resorted to the British 
custom of splashing water in the face of the half conscious to revive them to full 
self-presence, the state of sobriety required of any devotee of Christianity. 
Sprinkling of water, however, was the most common means in highland Madagascar 
by which elders, chiefs, or sovereigns transmitted the life-giving power of an 
ancestral blessing (hasina)  to their subordinates. As in other parts of Madagascar, 
water calmed particularly active bouts of possession. While Griffiths knocked more 
sense into his student with each application of water, he at the same time-
doubtless unknowingly-suffused his own healing and calming power of sacred 
blessing over him, driving the vazimba spirit away. Having effected a tangible result, 
Griffiths immediately sought the contradictory goals of claiming the possession as 
the fancy of heathen imagination while at the same time declaring his power over 
it: 

To  banish such fooleries out of their minds, I asked what it was and what it was like and if 
any would see it any more, to let me know. I would beat it, and drive it away and prevent it 
to injure any of them, & If they can, to take hold of it, and bring it to me. And then I would 
ask it what it wants and what business it has here to frighten the children in my school, filled 
with amazement at  my boldness they hesitated the truth of it, I told them that they saw 
nothing, but what they imagined or  dreamed about and that there is nothing to fear save God 
who made all things & c . ~ ~  

Encounters such as these between foreign missionaries and numinous Malagasy 
powers were key to the cultural positioning of mission Christianity, for LMS 
missionaries were casting about during their early years in highland Madagascar to 
classify "native" belief and define the nature of a Malagasy theology as opposed to 
a Christian one. The existence of supernatural beings in the highland world might 
constitute evidence of false gods-or "the principal idols of this people," as vazimba 
were sometimes termed by LMS personnel.26 Convinced they bore witness to a "one 
true God," the missionaries sought opportunities to confront spiritual beings who 
they defined as ontological enemies and thereby prove the superiority of their God 
before the eyes of skeptical Malaga~y.~'  In another of his journals, Griffiths wrote: 

Messrs Jones Canham and myself took a walk to the East of the Town [Antananarivo] and 
passed by the Tomb and altar of the Vasimba. Many of the scholars were with us, and being 
desirous to convince them of the fooleries and vain superstitions respecting this Divine God 
or half deified hero, we made every one on the spot to cut a small branch of the holy tree 
called Fan. As they were taught to believe that if any one should cut a branch of this tree, 
he would die in the course of a few days, some of them cried out Opray let us be excused, 
and others attempted to run away crying out I shall die. I shall die. But we took no denial, 
as we proceeded a little farther we happened to miss the road. The children immediately 
attributed this to the Vasimba and said had you not made too free with the Vasimba you 
would not have missed the road. Continuing our walk we came to some water and there not 

25 Griffiths, Journal, 18/01/22 through 19/07/22, entry for 10105122, LMSIJIl. 
26 Jones, Griffiths, and Canham, "Copy of a Journal Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 

01/04/23 through 26/09/23, entry for 21/09/23, LMSIJIl, p. 30. 
27 An evangelical strategy with scriptural antecedents in the encounter between Elijah and the 

prophets of Baal, 1 Kings 18: 20-40. 
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being a bridge we were obliged to wade through. In crossing Mr. Canham struck his toe 
against a stone, but with slight injury, however one of the boys behind said to another "The 
white man has hurt his foot because he has taken the wood of the Vasimba.["] In the course 
of a few days we asked the children if they had been sick. They replied in the negative. Now 
we wish you to tell us whether we or  the Malagash speak the truth, they replied it evident 
that it is you, but the Malagasy say now that because we were with you the Vasimba would 
not hurt us, as it is likely that he  is afraid of you. We said, If the Vasimba could do any thing 
to the Malagasy he  could hurt us as well as them. But the fact is there is nothing to hurt any 
body.28 

LMS records contain several narratives of such incidents in which the missionaries 
and their schoolchildren desecrated places of vazimba supplication to prove the 
impunity with which practitioners of the new cult might transgress the boundaries 
of prevailing numinous practice and demonstrate the superior protective powers of 
their God.2y Such incidents of purposeful confrontation have led scholars of central 
Madagascar to write that highlanders who participated in mission Christianity and 
vandalized vazimba graves "departed from ancestral ways."30 

These interpretations are convincing when considered in light of opposition by 
priests of the royal talismans (the mpitahiry sampy, termed "idol keepers" by the 
missionaries) and pronouncements from the royal court during the reign of Queen 
Ranavalona (1828-1861). Keepers of a certain royal talisman called Rabehaza had 
complained to King Radama, missionaries noted, that LMS schoolchildren had 
"forsaken the custom of their forefathers" by ridiculing the talisman's powers.31 In 
the mid-1830s, Queen Ranavalona began to accuse baptized Christians of aban- 
doning her and "following the ancestors of the white men." History of Madagascar 
recounts the contents of an edict in which the queen forbade her subjects to actively 
practice mission Christianity. The edict was delivered to an estimated 150,000 
assembled subjects in Antananarivo on March 1, 1835, by high officers of the court. 
Part of the message, directed to baptized followers of the missionaries, reads: 
"Remember, it is not about that which is sacred in heaven and earth, that which is 
held sacred by the twelve sovereigns, and all the sacred idols, that you are now 
accused; but it is that you are doing what is not the custom of our ancestors; that I 
abhor, saith Ranava l~manjaka . "~~  toSomeone within the LMS felt compelled 
comment about this critical passage by restating its meaning. The clarification, 
which comes in the form of a footnote to the History of Madagascar, is most likely 
the work of William Ellis, whose name the compendium carries but who was 
peripherally involved in its production, or John Jeffreys, one of the LMS mission- 
aries in Madagascar who is known to have had primary responsibility for compiling 
the disparate documents that constitute the volume. The footnote reads: "Meaning 

28 David Griffiths, Journal (also signed by Jones, Canham, George Chick, and Thomas Rowland), 
01108122 through 10104123, LMSIJIl. 

29 See Jones, Griffiths, and Canham, "Copy of a Journal Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 
01/04/23 through 26109123, entry for 21109123, LMSIJIl, pp. 30-35. 

30 Berg, "Myth of Racial Strife," 9; Bloch, From Blessing to Violence, 18; Gow, Madagascar and the 
Protestant Impact, 11-14. 

31 Jones and Griffiths to George Burder, Antananarivo, 12/03/24, LMSI211IA. Radama was unsym- 
pathetic and reportedly replied, "you mind and take care of your idol and worship according to your 
own manner and custom and let the children mind their own work and business in the school." 

32 HOM, 2: 497, emphasis mine. 
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by this, 'It is not respecting mere unimportant circumstances in established usages, 
that I accuse you, but of the grave offence that these changes are radical, and 
overthrow the very character of our national religion altogether.'-It was not a 
change from one idol to another, but from idolatry altogether, to the service of 
J e h ~ v a h . " ~ ~The crucial sentence is the last one: baptized Malagasy Christians were 
not being accused of adopting new idols (sampy), the author of this clarification 
suggested, but of abandoning an entire system of idolatry altogether. 

There are two points of significance here. The first is that the LMS evangelists 
agreed with the interpretation suggested by Ranavalona in her edict that Chris- 
tianity represented a fundamental break with the "ways of the ancestors," an 
abandonment of existing "idolatry." Second, and more significant, missionaries 
found a clarification of the queen's words necessary, which suggests that highland 
Malagasy embraced alternative understandings of Christianity as an extension and 
perhaps a refinement of existing practices of "idolatry." Highland Malagasy 
constructed what Stuart B. Schwartz has called an "implicit ethnography" of 
Christianity that differed from the interpretations of foreign missionaries and the 
Malagasy royal court.34 The keen abilities of highlanders to assign local meanings 
for Christianity, missionary printer Edward Baker observed in one of his letters, 
"serve to illustrate the genius of the Malagasy, to evince their susceptibility of 
christian instruction, and quick talent in applying that instruction to the capacities 
and modes of thinking of their c ~ u n t r y m e n . " ~ ~  Rather than representing a "change 
from idolatry altogether," as the missionaries put it, Malagasy conversion to 
Christianity entailed assimilation of mission religion to the cultural logic of 
Malagasy sacred practices (a process also known as syn~retism).~6Malagasy 
Christianity should be understood, then, as a "change from one idol to another" 
rather than an abandonment of "idolatry" altogether. 

THEINTRODUCTION OF CHRISTIANITY is what Frederick INTO CENTRAL MADAGASCAR 
Cooper has described as a "story of engagement," the beginning of a fascinating 
cultural, intellectual, and philosophical encounter, one over which mission and 
royal control was always at best tenuous and one to which common Malagasy 
contributed in significant and meaningful ways.37 Rather than a cultural confron- 
tation, Malagasy Christianity issued from the creative production of new forms of 
expression and thought. While these new productions owed much to the evange- 
listic message of foreign missionaries, they were firmly anchored and articulated in 
the Malagasy language and Malagasy modes of thinking. Missionaries enjoyed 
privileged status as foreign envoys and proteges of Radama, but their evangelistic 

33 HOM, 2: 497, unnumbered footnote. 
"Stuart B. Schwartz, "Introduction," in Schwartz, ed., Implicit Understandings: Observing, Reporting, 

and Reflecting on the Encounters between Europeans and Other Peoples in the Early Modern Era 
(Cambridge, 1994), 1-19. 

35 Baker to Arundel, Antananarivo, 01/09/30, LMS/3/3/D. 
36 I avoid "syncretism" in this article because in the context of missions it is usually employed by 

evangelizing Christians to make negative judgments about creative syntheses of religious beliefs and 
practices.
"Frederick Cooper, "Conflict and Connection: Rethinking Colonial African History," AHR 99 

(December 1994): 1535. 
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strategies were the result of intellectual negotiation, reflecting choices they did not 
always freely exercise and work they did not necessarily conduct themselves. (Early 
biblical translations from English to Malagasy, for example, were conducted by 
mission school students, not the missionaries.) Taking my cue from the popular 
historical consciousness of the people of highland Madagascar with whom I spoke 
while conducting extensive oral historical fieldwork since 1989, I understand-

Malagasy conversion to Christianity not as a transformation from something 
Malagasy to something essentially different and alien, but as the creation of a new 
religious consciousness and practice from various familiar and familiarized cultural 
resources and traditions. For the highland Malagasy, becoming Christian has 
entailed a progressive journey toward a refinement of spiritual understanding 
undertaken together-and often in tension-with foreign missionaries.38 

Fundamental to an intellectual history of highland Malagasy Christianity is the 
conceptual association made by early producers of Malagasy Christian discourse 
between the English language concepts of religion, worship, and prayer and the 
highland Malagasy practices of fivavahana (oral supplication in a variety of forms 
offered to various spiritual beings and ancestors). The logic of this conceptual 
association was probably supplied by those Malagasy attempting to explain local 
practice for Francophone slavers, who frequently ventured into the Malagasy 
highlands during the late eighteenth century in search of captives. But fivavahana 
was not the only possible choice for conveying the European notions of prayer, 
worship, and religion. The earliest European vocabularies of the Malagasy language 
based on the island's southern and eastern coastal dialects employ the terms 
sakabiri (from fisa, song, and kabiry, large) and voreche (or vorika, which in the 
Merina dialect of highland Madagascar now means sorcery, witchcraft, poison) for 
prayer.3y With hindsight, voreche seems a particularly inappropriate translation of 
prayerlworship, but only because the contemporary meanings of vorika have been 
significantly shaped by the uses to which people in highland Madagascar have put 
the word over the last four centuries40 Fivavahana seems not to have figured in the 
cultural vocabulary of coastal Madagascar until the era of Christian expansion from 

'* Notes and recorded interviews from fieldwork in central Madagascar since 1989. This work is 
discussed in Pier M. Larson, "Multiple Narratives, Gendered Voices: Remembering the Past in 
Highland Central Madagascar," International Journal of African Historical Studies 28 (1995): 295-325. 
See also the work of anthropologist Maurice Bloch, who writes, "To the Merina Christianity is not 
something foreign which conflicts with traditional values. This explains how many Merina can describe 
Protestantism as 'the religion of our ancestors'-in other words, something truly our own." Bloch, 
Placing the Dead: Tombs, Ancestral Villages, and Kinship Organization in Madagascar (London, 1971), 
28. See also Bloch, From Blessing to Violence, 27: "As a result Christianization for the Merina meant 
adding to beliefs and practices. Only in a few areas was this a matter of replacing old beliefs and 
practices by new ones." Yet contrast this to Bloch's discussion of a separation between Christianity and 
"Merina religion" in From Blessing to Violence, 20-26. 

39 Etienne de Flacourt, "Recueil des principaux mots de la langue de Madagascar tournes en fran~ais  
et mis par ordre alphabetique," in Gabriel Ferrand, ed., Etienne de Flacourt, dictionnaire de la langue 
de Madagascar d'apres l'kdition de 1658 et l'histoire de la grande isle Madagascar de 1661 (1658; rpt. edn., 
Paris, 1905), entry for "priere," 220; Barthelemy de Froberville, "Grand dictionnaire de Madagascar" 
(ca. 1815), British Library, Manuscripts Division, Add. Ms. 18125, 130v, entry for "Voreche." 

40 This is what is problematic about Ludvig Munthe's commentary on the choice of Malagasy terms 
for Christian concepts in the catechism published by Catholic missionaries to southeast Madagascar in 
the mid-seventeenth century. Munthe's dissatisfaction with the use of certain terms is based primarily 
on the fact that by the twentieth century those terms had come to be strongly associated with 
non-Christian practices, a projection of contemporary meanings into the past. Munthe, Le catechisme 
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the highlands beginning in the late nineteenth century, when it came to denote 
Christianity exc l~s ive ly .~~  In the middle of the seventeenth century, sakabiri, 
voreche, and fivavahana each posed possible translations for the linked European 
ideas of prayer, worship, and religion, albeit ones with differing implications and 
limited to the regions of the island where the words were commonly employed. 

Fivavahana derives from the Malagasy noun root vava (mouth) and the verb 
mivavaka (to supplicate, pray), both of which are cognates of the proto-Malayo 
Polynesian reconstruction for the noun mouth, *b~q+baq .~2  The conceptual linkage 
made by Malagasy translators betweenfivavahana, on the one hand, and prayer, on 
the other, was a practical way in which both highland Malagasy and Europeans 
could classify each other's numinous practices and thereby generate a mutual 
understanding of a shared domain of sacred life. The Malagasy naming of 
Euro-Christian practice as fivavahana was but a local form of the global phenom- 
enon of the vernacularization of Christianity. Vicente Rafael has demonstrated how 
Tagalogs "reread" Spanish Catholicism in translation by infusing religious doctrine 
with a Tagalog sensibility, employing vernacularizations of Christianity to subvert 
the colonizing intentions of the Spanish clergy. Paul Landau has recently analyzed 
with fascinating detail how the Tswana-speaking people of the Ngwato kingdom of 
southern Africa came to know mission literacy, biblical texts, and instruction in 
mission schools as thuto, "teachings," "education," and, eventually, "ci~ilization."~3 
While providing a useful intellectual classification for practices of the cultural 
other, the equivalencies between prayer and fivavahana, or between education and 
thuto, were significant and fundamental for the meanings of Christianity because, 
while they generated cross-cultural understanding, they also modified the vernac- 
ular meanings of the respective (European and African) practices to which they 
referred. Originating in the Malagasy cultural translation of European sacred 
practices, the reflexive equating of fivavahana and prayer emerged as a primary 
preoccupation of British missionaries in highland Madagascar after their arrival 

malgache de 1657: Essai de prtsentation du premier livre en langue malgache; Approche thtologique, 
historique, linguistique et conceptuelle (Antananarivo, 19%7), 35-36, 43-45, 51 n. 68. 

41 De Froberville's Grand Dictionnaire, based heavily on east coast dialects, does not contain an entry 
for vavaka orfivavahana. Anthropologists Sara Fee, Karen Middleton, and Jennifer Cole report that 
vavaka (or vavake) is not indigenous to southern or eastern Malagasy dialects and has been introduced 
from the outside (communications with the author, 1996). 

42 Malagasy is the westernmost member of the Malayo Polynesian subgroup of the Austronesian 
family of languages, most of which are spread throughout the islands of Southeast Asia and the Pacific 
Ocean. See R. David Zorc with Malcolm D. Ross, "A Glossary of Austronesian Reconstructions," in 
Darrell T. Tryon, ed., Comparative Austronesian Dictionaiy: An Introduction to Austronesian Studies 
(Berlin, 1995), part 1, fascicle 2, p. 1112. *~aq+baqis a redoubled monosyllabic Austronesian root; the 
plus sign is a convention employed to demonstrate this characteristic. (The asterisk is a standard 
convention from historical linguistics that indicates a reconstructed word.) Malagasy is only one of 
several Austronesian languages that today, doubtless also through Western cultural contact, demon- 
strate cognate relationships between the term for mouth and those for religion, worship, and prayer. 
This observation is based on the multiple Austronesian language glosses for religion, worship, and 
prayer provided in Tryon, part 4, 703, 714, 716. 

4Vicen te  L. Rafael, Contracting Colonialism: Translation and Christian Conversion in Tagalog Society 
under Early Spanish Rule (Ithaca, N.Y. ,  1988); Paul Landau, The Realm of the Word: Language, Gender, 
and Christianity in a Southern African Kingdom (Portsmouth, N.H.,  1995), 15-17. See also Landau's 
discussion of Lefoko la Modimo, "the Word of .God," as a "primary means of [Christian] self- 
identification," 17-19. 
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there in 1820. LMS research in highland Madagascar revealed fivavahana as a 
practice of orally addressing a variety of spiritual beings, including ancestors. 
Through exploratory conversation with their hosts, the LMS missionaries attempted 
to ascertain the cross-cultural equivalencies between praying and fivavahana. 
Consider the following conversation initiated by inquisitive missionaries traveling 
about highland Madagascar in 1823: 

In what place do you and the people in general say that God resides? "He is above in the 
East, we pray [mivavaka] to him at the rising of the sun, believing that he then makes his 
appearance there." Do  you pray to any other being? "Yes; we pray to our ancestors, to our 
deceased friends & to the Vazimba." Do  you believe that they hear you and are able to bless 
you? They answered in the negative. Why then do you pray to them? "Because we follow the 
custom of our fathers and the direction of our Sikidy," i.e. divination. Can God hear you? 
We do not know, but at the rising of the sun we lift up our heads and pray to him."44 

As this passage demonstrates, LMS missionaries came to accept the associations 
betweenfivavahana and the practice of addressing their God in prayer and worship. 
The records of early evangelistic encounters between missionaries and highland 
Malagasy suggest that the LMS personnel consciously and repeatedly chose to 
engage in discussions about the doing and meaning of fivavahana as a culturally 
meaningful way of communicating their understandings about deity and proper 
human relationships with it. These conversations were probably far more dialogic 
and messy than they appear in missionary correspondence and journals, where 
Malagasy voices are routinely reported in English and are characteristically 
undifferentiated and unnamed. What is remarkable about these early discussions 
concerning cross-cultural intellectual matters is that the most effective connections 
made by both Malagasy and their British interlocutors between the literate 
practices of European Christianity and the oral practices of highland cults were the 
verbal ones. Originating as it does from the cognate proto-Malayo Polynesian and 
Malagasy nouns for mouth, fivavahana centers the English meanings of prayer and 
worship in verbal expression. Interestingly, it was the praying and singing of LMS 
Christianity that most favorably impressed early nineteenth-century highland 
Malagasy. During conversations with missionaries, curious peasants consistently 
asked for the productions of the LMS's singing students from Antananarivo.45 The 
appeal of the oral dimension of a literate cult to Malagasy living in a largely 
nonliterate society may explain whyfivavahana with its verbal associations emerged 
as a central trope for Christian practice.46 It also helps to explain the cultural logic 
underlying the choice of fivavahana-and the coastal terms voreche and sak- 
abiri-to gloss religion, worship, and prayer: all of them demonstrate convincing 

44 Jones, Griffiths, and Canham, "Copy of a Journal, Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 
01104123 through 26109123, entry for 17109123, LMSIJI1, pp. 11-12. 

45 See especially the repeated requests by villagers for the singing schoolchildren in Jones, Griffiths, 
and Canham, "Copy of a Journal, Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 01104123 through 26109123, 
LMSIJI1, pp. 13, 17-18, 48, 52. 

46 Although Madagascar was a largely nonliterate society, a secretive literacy in the Malagasy 
language using Arabic script, concentrated primarily on the island's southeast coast but with some 
influence in central Madagascar by the early nineteenth century, was practiced well before the arrival 
of Europeans in the Indian Ocean. See Ludvig Munthe, La tradition arabico-malgache vue a travers le 
manuscrit A-6 d'Oslo et d'autres rnanuscrits disponibles (Antananarivo, 1982). 
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verbal associations. While the LMS missionaries attempted to determine the 
contours of appropriate Christian discourse in the Malagasy language, their efforts 
were subject to the limits of what was culturally meaningful in Malagasy translation. 
Missionaries could not singlehandedly control either the language or the creative 
process of cultural translation through which they were obliged to communicate 
their mission of religious transformation, a point that has been powerfully argued 
by Lamin Sanneh for Christian missions to Africa more generally.47 

Assimilation of fivavahana to Christian activity seems to have crystallized only 
after several years of LMS evangelism in central Madagascar. Early baptized 
adherents to the LMS were derisively known as "the believers" (probably ny mpino) 
rather than "the prayers" (ny mpivavaka), as they were later called.48 This naming 
convention maintained a more categorical distinction between mission and Mala- 
gasy numinous practices than fivavahana did. The change in nomenclature from 
"believers" to "prayers" is significant because it suggests a shift from a Euro-
mission concept of Christianity as characterized by belief and creed to a more 
Malagasy one in which the essence of being Christian lay in the nature of what one 
did. By 1825, prayer had become intimately associated with Christianity, centered 
at King Radama's court and rapidly expanding from there into the highland 
countryside. It is not surprising that the first mission-controlled Christian fora in 
which the Malagasy were allowed to officiate were prayer meetings. In their journal 
entry for August 10, 1825, LMS missionaries Jones and Griffiths explained: 

Being desirous for some time past to commence a prayer meeting in the native language for 
the benefit of these people and particularly that of some of our most promising pupils, we 
therefore assembled together this evening for that purpose. We hope and pray that a 
meeting for prayer commenced in the native tongue among these people will be lasting and 
attended with the blessing of God to the eternal welfare of many.49 

Gatherings for Christian prayer were first initiated in the kingdom's capital of 
Antananarivo among individuals intimately associated with the missionaries. When 
they proved an evangelistic success and participants demonstrated what missionar- 
ies identified as a "gift of prayer," the meetings spread to outlying towns in which 
the LMS maintained countryside schools overseen by graduates from its teaching 
college at A n t a n a n a r i ~ o . ~ ~  "In the evening there is a prayer meeting held at the 
chapel, and although the [missionary school] children are not compelled to attend 
as on the other services yet a great number of them are never wanted, many of them 
engage in prayer who appear to me very earnest before the throne imploring the 
divine blessing."51 At first organized in the evening, prayer meetings were moved to 

Lamin Sanneh, Translating the Message: The Missionaiy Impact on Culture (Maryknoll, N.Y. ,  1989); 
Sanneh, Encountering the West: Christianity and the Global Cultural Process; The African Dimension 
(Maryknoll, 1993). See also Rafael, Contracting Colonialism, for a similar argument in reference to the 
Philippines. 

48 HOM, 2: 460. See also Baker and Griffiths to Clayton, Antananarivo, 18108131, LMSI411IB: "There 
has been a good deal of private and family persecution. The day following the first administration of 
the ordinance [Eucharist], many people called contemptuously after the professors, saying 'Behold the 
believing.' " 

49 Jones and Griffiths to Burder, Antananarivo, 16/12/25, LMSI212IC. 
Jones and Griffiths to Burder, Antananarivo, 30105127, LMSI214IC. 

5 l  Johns to Burder, Antananarivo, 08111126, LMSI213IC. See also Jones and Griffiths to Directors of 
the LMS, Antananarivo, 09111126, LMSI213IC. 
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morning hours, thought "more suited for the purpose." Reasons for the greater 
appropriateness of the morning as opposed to the evening are not given, but the 
choice could not have failed to reinforce parallels with longstanding practices of 
fivavahana to numinous beings and ancestors at the rising sun. Some years later, 
LMS missionaries reflected, 

It afforded much satisfaction to the Missionaries to find some of the scholars not only willing 
to associate with them in these exercises, but capable of engaging in prayer themselves, and 
with simplicity, fervour, and apparent feelings of true devotion, imploring the blessings of 
the true God on themselves and their countrymen. These meetings were first held on an 
evening, but it was afterwards found that the morning would be more suited for the purpose; 
and they afterwards extended to the village-schools, where several teachers were found, 
whom the Missionaries deemed it suitable to request to conduct the services.52 

As Christian prayer spread, it did so primarily through the practice of collective 
public supplication,fivavahana,conducted in the morning in the Malagasy language 
and largely led by Malagasy youth. By the end of the first decade of LMS 
evangelization (1830), Christian practice was commonly known as "the New 
Religion" (nyfivavahana vaovao), a term suggesting a semantic separation between 
"old" and "new" exercises of f i~avahana.5~ Originating as a cultural recognition of 
common spirituality, the equivalency between Christian worship andfivavahana was 
also subject to revisions by some Christian practitioners and their opponents. By the 
late 1820s, fivavahana without the qualification of "new" was being employed by 
some to designate Christian activity. The LMS minute book for Christmas Day 1828 
notes: "Two officers came before the conclusion of the Schools to say, that the 
Queen desired there might be neither singing, nor worship (mihira sy mivavaka,) 
with the children, as being inconsistent with the mourning not yet completed for the 
late King."S4 

When the first congregation of baptized Malagasy and professing Europeans was 
formed in Antananarivo in 1831, the act of prayer had emerged as the most 
persuasive symbol of Christian practice. In the articles of agreement drawn up by 
the missionaries to govern the proceedings of the new church, prayer was 
recognized as key to Christian activity. Article 4 of the document reads, 

We purpose by the help of God to persevere unto death, in the observance of all which God 
commands us to do, especially Prayer [vavaka], whether in the assembly (Ps. 62.8. 1Jn. V.14) 
or in the family, morning & evening (Jas. XXIV.15. Rom XVI.5) or each one alone, (Mat. 
VI.5-7. Lk. XVIII.1,3) or in ejaculatory prayer, when journeying when abiding; (Ps LXII.8) 
also in the observance of baptism, and the commemoration of Christ's death; (Mat. 
XXVIII.19. Acts XXII.16. Mat. XXVI.26-30. 1 Rev. X.11-24). and the sabbath as the 
appointed day of prayer, when not prevented by some great obstacles Gen. II.2,3. Ezek. 
XX.8-11. Mat. XXVII.l. Heb. IV.lO. Ps. CXVIII.24-29.55 

52 HOM, 2: 362. 
" Johns and Freeman to Ellis, Antananarivo, 29/05/33, LMS/4/4/B. 
54 "Extracts from the Minute Book of the LMS Mission," Entry for 25/12/28, LMS/3/2/C. The 

Malagasy words are in the original. 
5 5  "Agreement of the Church of Christ at Ambodinandohalo," Antananarivo, 06/08/31, LMS/4/1/B, 

Article 4, emphasis mine. 
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No other article in the congregation's foundational concord defines in such explicit 
terms what activities were key to Christian identity. By emphasizing activity over 
belief and placing such emphasis on prayer, missionaries were assimilating a 
Malagasy understanding of Christianity into their own theology. The associations 
between prayer, jivavahana, and Christian practice were axiomatic in Malagasy 
Christianity from the early nineteenth century, and missionaries were shifting their 
theology to accommodate the local meanings generated by the association. In an 
ironic twist of evangelistic intentions, missionaries themselves were among the first 
converts to jivavahana.56 

Not long before the missionaries were compelled by Queen Ranavalona to leave 
Antananarivo, prayer emerged as a dominant form of Christian activity in the 
"awakening" of 1834.57In November of that year, a letter forwarded by missionaries 
to the LMS directors reported: 

There are also several prayer-meetings held in the town [~ntananarivo]' during the 
week-evenings.58 The two principal circumstances which we wish to notice in connexion with 
these meetings are, first, that a spirit of prayer actually exists and increases among the 
natives; and second, that these meetings are convened and conducted by natives themselves. 
They frequently request our attendance, to give an exhortation, and lead the service; but the 
houses are their own residences, and they consider themselves as acting on their own 
convictions-at the movement of their own minds, and from a consideration of present 
obligation to employ the means in their power of spreading around their respective 
neighbourhoods the knowledge of the true God, and of eternal life.59 

Commenting on the awakening, the missionaries noted that God was "forming for 
himself his own instruments," key among which were unlearned peasants and the 
practice of public prayer-fi~avahana.~~ LMS personnel watched in awe from 
Antananarivo as Christian jivavahana spread across the highland countryside, 
sometimes through the agency of individuals they had never known, who had 
received no instruction in their schools, who certainly were not among the baptized, 
and who did not even regularly attend public worship presided over by the 
missionaries in Antananarivo. Writing about Vonizongo, a district to the northwest, 
missionaries noted that, 

at a village about sixty miles distant, a small chapel has been lately erected by the zeal and 
devotedness of the natives, chiefly excited, however, by the exertions of a pious woman . . . 
A very delightful spirit of inquiry is awakened in that district; and several of the adult 
natives, men of rank and importance in their station, conduct prayer-meeting, and engage 
themselves in those exercises with much apparent fervour, pleasure, and propriety. Another 
chapel is also being erected in a district to the south, perhaps 120 miles distant. Public 
worship, chiefly forprayer and reading of the Scriptures, is held in many distant parts of the 
country, principally raised and conducted by those who were formerly scholars or teachers 
in the missionary 

56 I would like to thank the anonymous reviewer for the AHR who suggested this irony. 

"Raison-Jourde, Bible et pouvoir a Madagascar, 130-38. 

58 It is unclear what happened to the morning prayer meetings referred to earlier. 

"HOM, 2: 484-85. 

ho HOM, 2: 485. 

61 HOM, 2: 485, emphasis mine. 
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Quite literally, the first Malagasy churches in central Madagascar were houses of 
prayer. 

The intimate association betweenfivavahana and Christian activity was implicit in 
a written complaint submitted by an officer of the royal court to the kingdom's 
judges (andriambaventy) after Queen Ranavalona began to disapprove of the new 
praying. The charges read, in part, "They [the Christians] are always praying 
[probably mivavaka]; they hold meetings in their own houses for prayer, without 
authority from the queen; and even before and after meals they pray." Part of this 
indictment concerns how collective supplication in the new cult provided extra- 
royal modes of association and a means of requesting blessings through an 
intermediary (the Christian God) with no association to the reigning sovereign.62 
Yet praying emerges in the suit pursued by opponents of Christianity as a symbol 
of what it meant to join the Christian community. Despite the hostility of court 
officials to waxing public interest in the new praying, and especially to the large 
number of prayer houses (tranom-pivavahana) being constructed across the high- 
land countryside, the judge who considered the charge rejected the notion that 
fivavahana was in itself quintessentially Christian and therefore an offense against 
royal will. Such pronouncements from the kingdom's key judicial officials tended to 
maintain the ambiguity of fivavahana as a literate and verbal numinous practice 
common to followers of the new praying and to those of the old.63 AS a result of 
these actions denying complete assimilation of fivavahana to Christianity, the term 
as employed today in central Madagascar continues to denote sacred activity in a 
general way, much as the English terms religion and worship do, rather than 
specifying any specific mode of sacred activity.64 

When historians write of Christianity in central Madagascar during the early 
decades of the nineteenth century, then, they are writing about a set of practices 
and ideas that became locally known as the newfivavahana yet remained concep- 
tually and practically linked to the old fivavahana. Christians were those who 
identified themselves with the new fivavahana and engaged in its complex and 
hybrid package of practices. These first Malagasy Christians were persons well 
beyond the inner circle of the baptized or even the constantly fluctuating number 
of "adherents" who often crowded about the few missionary-run chapels in 
Antananarivo. Early practitioners of the new fivavahana included those who 
attended informal houses of prayer in Antananarivo and across the highland 

62 For an understanding of the role of elders and the sovereign in mediating the relationship between 
the living and the spiritual world, see Bloch, From Blessing to Violence, 39-47. 

63 HOM, 2: 487-88. 
64 By itself, fivavahana is usually understood to refer to Christian practice. When the term is 

combined with the object or type of religion, worship, or prayer, such as in fivavahan-tsampy 
(religion/worship/prayer of talismen), it denotes so-called traditional Malagasy practices thought (by 
some Christians) incompatible with Christianity. James Richardson, A New Malagasy-English Dictionaly 
(Antananarivo, 1885), definesfivavahana as "the place of prayer, religion," 193; Antoine Abinal and V. 
Malzac, Dictionnaire Malgache-Fran~ais (1888; reissued by Fianarantsoa: Ambozontany, 1987), as 
"Action de prier, formule de priere, lieu consacre a la priere; religion, secte," 176; and the newest 
Malagasy dictionary, Regis Rajemisa-Raolison, Rakibolana Malagasy (Fianarantsoa, 1985) as (in my 
translation from Malagasy) "respect and service to God or that believed to be God; root belief and 
teachings that every people has to serve and respect God; words and movements of the heart used to 
praise God, to thank him and ask things of him, prayer (vavaka)," 371. See also Firaketana ny Fiteny 
sy ny Zavatra Malagasy, entry for "fivavahana," 593-97. Because it had no pre-contact precedent, 
fivavahana is associated solely with Christianity along Madagascar's coasts. 
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Untitled watercolor of a highland Malagasy village and Protestant church, circa 1930, by Emile Ralambo 
(1879-1963). A teacher, founder of a Baptist church, and political activist briefly exiled from Madagascar for 
participation in an anti-colonial movement in 1915, Ralambo was also Madagascar's celebrated national 
romanticist painter. Ralambo favored rural scenes, and his paintings are visibly influenced by his experiences 
as a village teacher during the early decades of this century. This painting, depicting a church inside the 
crumbling walls of a small village, captures the centrality of Christianity to highland Malagasy culture and 
symbolizes how peasants embraced the church and made it their own. Owned by the Norwegian Missionary 
Society, Stavanger, Norway, this reproduction is printed by permission of the NMS archive. 

countryside. It is not surprising that the words which emerged to classify the activity 
of being Christian derived from the Malagasy lexicon rather than the European 
one: to be either understood or effective locally, foreign and Malagasy missionaries 
had to speak a familiar language and build conceptual bridges between their 
practices and ideas and those of their evangelistic subjects. As these considerations 
of glossing Malagasy Christianity suggest, the success of the newfivavahana lay well 
beyond the exclusive agency and linguistic capability of LMS personnel. Fivavahana 
was clearly an idiom in which Malagasy found meaning and continuity with 
longstanding ideas and numinous practices. 

BECAUSE OF THE LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY'S PREVIOUS EVANGELISTIC EXPERIENCE 

in Polynesia, missionaries arriving in central Madagascar were predisposed to speak 
of indigenous sacred practices through a ready-made language of idolatry and to 
situate their own religious practices in opposition to them.65 Missionary David 
Jones's first official transaction with Radama after arriving in Antananarivo was to 

65 For the LMS's encounter with "idols" in the Pacific islands, see William Ellis, Polynesian 
Researches, During a Residence of Nearly Six Years in the South Sea Islands, 2 vols. (London, 1829). 
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dispatch a drawing to the king, a candid visual signal of his intentions. "I sent also 
. . . the Missionary report of 1819 & one of the Missionary sketches representing the 
people of Otaheite destroying their idols & building a chapel, and I requested his 
secretary to explaine these to His Majesty as I had explained to him."66 Radama 
could not have mistaken Jones's purpose in sending him the sketch, for missionaries 
did not search long or far for their Malagasy idols. As Gerald Berg has demon- 
strated, the royal court was the center of cultic practices that served to increase the 
authority of the king, a system of action and belief he calls the "ody-sampy 
c0rnplex."~7 Sampy were assemblages of wood, cloth, and various other articles such 
as imported bits of iron and scissors. Their specific powers varied greatly, but they 
were believed to extend protection, success, well-being, and wealth to those who 
observed their religious practices (fady). These were usually defined in the negative, 
and thus missionaries came to know them as taboos. (The Polynesian experiences 
of the LMS are also relevant to this choice of words.) Sampy were cared for by 
specialist practitioners generically termed sampy keepers (mpitahiry sampy), who 
specialized in the knowledge of their powers and in the practice of maintaining and 
enhancing them. Sampy keepers extended the protective powers of their charges by 
distributing small charms (ody) ritually imbued with the sampy's power. It was the 
sampy maintained by specialists at the royal court that Jones identified with 
Tahitian idols and that were critical to the construction of mission understandings 
of the old jivavahana as oppositional to the new. 

The LMS interpretations of the ody-sampy complex as incompatible with 
Christianity were conveyed through a discourse of Christianity and European 
schooling practices as representing "true knowledge." Soon after his arrival in 
Antananarivo, for example, David Jones noted, "We must acknowledge that 
instruction is the only true means for civilizing this people, and what an encour- 
agement it gives to people here in seeing him [King Radama] thirst for knowledge." 
By "knowledge," Jones meant literacy and British military and manufacturing 
technologies.68 The Malagasy word that the missionaries employed for knowledge 
was probably fahaizana, a term that stresses intellectual capacity and ability to a 
much greater extent than its English counterpart does.69 The missionaries' choice of 
words reinforced in the vernacular their own sense of cultural superiority, 
cleverness, and ability. Appropriating fahaizana for themselves, the missionaries 

66 David Jones, Journal, 04109120 through 14110120, entry for 10110120, LMSIJI1, p. 20. The incidents 
of "idol" destruction to which Jones here refers can be found in Ellis, Polynesian Researches, 1: 205-28. 
A drawing of Tahitian "idols" is reproduced on 1: 211. 

6' Gerald Berg, "Royal Authority and the Protector System in Nineteenth Century Imerina," in 
Conrad Philip Kottak, Jean-Aim6 Rakotoarisoa, Aiden Southall, and Pierre Verin, eds., Madagascar: 
Society and History (Durham, N.C., 1986), 175-92. 

6s Jones to Charles Telfair, Antananarivo, 18110120, LMSI112IA. For a history of Western technology 
and the rulers of the Merina kingdom, see Gwyn Campbell, "An Industrial Experiment in Pre-Colonial 
Africa: The Case of Imperial Madagascar, 1825-1861," Journal of Southern African Studies 17 
(September 1991): 525-59. 

69 In the LMS's Malagasy-English dictionary of 1835, fahaizana is translated as "capability, capacity, 
competence," Johns, Diksionary Malagasy, 92. Richardson (1885) defines fahaizana as "Ability, 
cleverness, competency to do anything," New Malagasy-English Dictionary, 220. Abinal and Malzac 
(1888), however, find greater congruence between the nineteenth-century European idea of knowledge 
and fahaizana: "Le savoir, la capacitk, la science, I'habilet6," 205. 
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equated their evangelistic work with "the promotion of k n ~ w l e d g e . " ~ ~  One of the 
favorite ways in which the missionaries closed their letters to London was to ask the 
LMS directors to pray for them "and the multitudes around us, perishing for lack 
of k n ~ w l e d g e . " ~ ~  The London Missionary schools in and around Antananarivo were 
seen as the "fountain head from whence lessons should be taken out and the seeds 
of knowledge be sown in all parts of this i~land."7~ "Knowledge is diffused among 
these poor heathens through the means of the catechisms," noted Jones and 
Griffiths in a report submitted to the London directors.73 Talk about fahaizana was 
a favorite way in which the missionaries began evangelistic conversations with the 
Malagasy: 

How are men to obtain knowledge [probably fahaizana], we asked them. One said "by eating 
much rice" and other good things, another said, "By conversing with the wise." The latter 
remark is just we told them, and adverted to education and the object of our mission and 
asked them if they would like to learn. One answered "What the King likes I shall like." 
Suppose the King leaves it to you; what will you choose? "I cannot answer for others, but as 
to myself I should like to have my family taught."74 

When, in 1829, Queen Ranavalona refused to fill mission schools with children, 
missionaries asked court officers "to tell her that the word of God was the 
foundation of all true knowledge, and that no nation became wise without it."75 In 
their optimistic moments, the missionaries reflected that "ere long some hundreds 
and thousands of these people shall be brought unto the knowledge of the truth."76 
"Truth" in LMS discourse, located in the ideas and practices of the newfivavahana, 
was equated with the acquisition of knowledge. This mission version of European 
superiority with its theory of "true knowledge" is similar in substance to ideologies 
of dominance articulated by Western writers and thinkers more broadly in their 
encounters with Asian and African peoples.77 

While supporting a theory of highland Malagasy society in which all "true 
knowledge" was located in the persons and practices of the new fivavahana (and 
particularly in its foreign missionaries, their God, and their technologies), LMS 
personnel nevertheless conceded that knowledge in different forms was held by 
local people. "Heathen" knowledge was produced and disseminated by Malagasy 
doers and thinkers, intellectuals of various sorts. Because they espoused different 
knowledge systems, these Malagasy intellectuals were soon identified by mission- 

70 Griffiths to Burder, Antananarivo, 05111124, LMSI211IC; "Extract of Report by James Hastie," 
Antananarivo, 17103125, LMSI212IA. 

71 Griffiths, Canham, Chick, and Rowlands to Burder, Antananarivo, 06105123, LMSI113IB. See also 
Griffiths and Johns to William Orme, Tananarivo, 19103130, LMSI313IA. 

7 2  Jones and Griffiths to Directors, Antananarivo, 24106124, LMSI211IB. See also "An Appeal to the 
Christian World, Madagascar Missionary School Society, David Jones, David Griffiths and James 
Hastie," Antananarivo, 14111125, LMSI212IC. 

7 V o n e ~and Griffiths to Burder, Antananarivo, 04108125, LMSI212IB. For a similar statement, see 
Jones and Griffiths to Burder, Antananarivo, 30105127, LMSI214IA. 

74 Jones, Griffiths, and Canham, "Copy of a Journal Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 
01104123 through 26109123, entry for 26109123, LMSIJI1, p. 52. 

75 "Copy of Minutes from the Minute Book of the Missionaries," Antananarivo, 04105129 through 
08107129, LMSI312IA. 

76 Johns to William Alers Hankey, Antananarivo, 06112130, LMSI314IC. 
77 Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western 

Dominance (Ithaca, N.Y. ,  1989). 
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aries as their sacred competitor^.^^ "There are here three principal classes of 
imposters professing a knowledge of futurity," noted Edward Baker in a letter to his 
superiors in London: "I call lstly. 'Diviners' called mpisikidy those who tell fortunes 
& answer all enquiries by an arrangement of the beans or sand . . . 2ndly. 
'Astrologers' those who tell lucky & unlucky days &c by the position of the moon 
in the heavens [the mpanandro]; another Arabic superstition. 3rdly 'Idolators,' 
those who worship, make, sell &c idols, or charms; & deal largely in fictitious 
prophecies, juglery or sleight of hand &c [the mpitahiry ~ a r n p y ] . ~ ~  Though mission- 
aries reviled local holders of knowledge such as the royal court's talisman priests, 
they were themselves perceived by those around them as court intellectuals within 
the logic of the ody-sampy complex. What is more, missionaries acknowledged this 
popular perception and used it to formulate culturally effective ways of communi- 
cating their Christian message. Evidence of this deliberate "playing" on their role 
as magical specialists in the manipulation of unseen powers remains in LMS 
documents and suggests a discrepancy between how missionaries represented their 
evangelistic enterprise to the British public-especially in their collectively pub- 
lished History of Madagascar-and how they understood and practiced it in the 
field. 

The most revealing evidence for this process derives from the way in which some 
principal cultural objects in highland Malagasy Christianity came to be associated 
with the same protective powers as Malagasy charms. Once Radama approved a 
Latin orthography for the Malagasy language, highlanders quickly developed a keen 
interest in the technology of writing disseminated through LMS schools. Of course, 
reading and writing were an overriding concern to the missionaries because 
translation of the scriptures into Malagasy would make no sense unless there were 
individuals who could read the final product.80 Although parents pressured by the 
sovereign to place their children in LMS schools were at first generally unhappy 
about the instruction their children received from the missionaries, they eventually 
favored the literacy that youths acquired there. Literacy came to be known by the 
term taratasy (from Arabic for "paper") after the esoteric and secretive literacy of 

78 I differ here from Maurice Bloch, who has suggested that the reason missionaries chose to focus 
on intellectuals and the ody-sampy complex as symbols of Malagasy "heathenism" (rather than on a set 
of ideas associated with ancestors and ancestral rituals) was because they were politically dependent on 
Malagasy sovereigns and therefore pragmatically chose not to confront the "more fundamental" beliefs 
in exchange for the right to evangelize in central Madagascar. Beliefs and practices concerning 
ancestors and mortuary ritual might be described as fundamental during the early nineteenth century. 
But, for that matter, so too was belief in the ody-sampy complex and in the practice of diviners 
(mpisikidy) and astrologers (mpanandro), who missionaries so pointedly attacked. As scholars of 
highland Madagascar have demonstrated, the royal sampy lay at the very symbolic basis of highland 
power, and missionaries' attack on the sampy as anti-Christian "idols" is part of the reason Ranavalona 
ultimately sent them packing from Antananarivo in 1836. We might stand Bloch's explanation on its 
head: would it not have been more pragmatic for missionaries to define ancestral beliefs and mortuary 
practices as incompatible with the new fivavahana, thus avoiding the direct confrontation with royalty 
over the sampy? Bloch, From Blessing to Violence, 26-27. 

79 Baker to Arundel, Antananarivo, 01/09/30, LMS/3/3/D. 
80 "Mr. Griffiths said farther that he had always understood from the Directors and from his own 

instructions that the most effectual means of extending any mission in such a country as this, is by 
establishing schools as extensive and numerous as possible, for what use would it be to have the 
scriptures translated without people knowing [how] to read them. Then I said that I had understood 
always the same." Jones to Burder, Antananarivo, 28/04/23, LMS/l/S/A. 
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Anteimoro scribes at Radama's court, who had composed manuscripts in Malagasy 
employing Arabic script well before the arrival of LMS m i s s i ~ n a r i e s . ~ ~  

Until the LMS acquired a printing press, the Malagasy attending Antananarivo's 
mission chapels were in the habit of borrowing catechisms, portions of scripture, 
hymns, and other manuscript writings from the missionaries in order to hand copy 
them.82 Written texts became very popular with followers of the new Jivavahana, a 
fact that missionaries found extremely gratifying given early preference for oral 
expressions in song and prayer. The printing press came in 1826, and the 
missionaries soon set about publishing a variety of tracts and small pamphlets as 
well as copies of individual books of the Bible. "Copies of small books, of different 
kinds" from the LMS press increased to over 20,000 per annum by the early 1830s, 
when perhaps 5,000 individuals had learned to read in mission schools.83 A list of 
books printed in 1830 included the "New Testament, Different Tracts, A small 
system of arithmetic for use in the schools, A catechism, Spelling Books, Single 
gospel^."^^ Although disheartened by the lackluster support for filling their schools 
demonstrated by Ranavalona soon after Radama's death in 1828, the missionaries 
noted the broadening popular interest in their printed material. Detailing the state 
of the mission in 1830, the History of Madagascar notes: 

Discouraged as the Missionaries were by the unfavourable circumstances of the people, they 
had the satisfaction of beholding, during a large part of the year, greater attention on the 
part of those who attended public worship, and of putting into circulation many portions of 
the New Testament and other books. These were read not only by the people of Iperina, but 
by numbers, in distant provinces, who had formerly been pupils in the Mission schools.85 

The Malagasy demonstrated a great curiosity for the ideas contained in these 
books. Nearly every evening in 1831, Griffiths invited individuals with questions 
arising from their reading of sacred texts to come and consult with him as to their 
significance.86 But the books, distributed gratis or sold for small amounts of money 
like charms, were commonly understood as embodiments of the protective powers 
that had come to be associated with the new Jivavahana. Most visibly, powers of 
spiritual protection manifested themselves in the fact that schoolchildren who 
participated in assaults on places of fivavahana (such as vazimba graves) remained 
healthy in the aftermath.87 Caught up in their own understanding of the purposes 
and uses of books, missionaries seldom fathomed the popular appreciation of books 
as protective objects. An unusually perceptive account of how adherents of the new 
Jivavahana used the taratasy, however, is provided by Edward Baker, the LMS 
printer. Writing of a lower officer in Radama's army, where use of charms to protect 
health and safety was widespread, Baker noted that soldiers were constantly 
crossing dangerous bodies of water. 

81  Munthe, La tradition arabico-rnalgache. Radama welcomed Christian literacy because he could not 
convince the Anteimoro scribes to openly teach their secret knowledge to large numbers of children. 

a2 Jones to Hankey, Antananarivo, 27104124, LMSI211IA. 
83 HOM, 2: 458. See also HOM, 2: 415. 
X4 HOM, 2: 439. 
as HOM, 2: 439. 
86 Griffiths to Unknown, Antananarivo, 14108131, LMSI411IB. 
a7 For production, sale, and distribution of ody, see Johns to Ellis, Antananarivo, 30105133, 

LMSI414IB; HOM, 1: 223-25; HOM, 2: 139. 
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These places abound with crocodiles and the people carry about them numerous charms & 
idols to protect them against their powerful adversaries; he carried none, but it was 
frequently observed by his comrades that before entering into the water, to approach his 
object, he used to take from his mantle a little book, (probably the first catechism which is 
a prayer) and after reading attentively for a few seconds, plunge boldly in. He  was often 
jeered on this subject by his comrades, & his reply was, "You have your charms to which you 
trust for safety, and I have my safeguard, the book is mine; you think your idols will protect 
you and Jehovah Jesus is my God, I trust Him."gg 

The use of Christian writings and printings as protective objects helps to explain the 
disproportionate interest in the new cult among soldiers in Radama's army, where 
mortality rates ran as high as 50 percent per a n n ~ m . ~ ~  

Belief in the protective power of literacy and its material objects, however, was 
not restricted merely to those who aligned themselves with the new jivavahana. 
When, in 1823, missionaries challenged an aged man in the village of Miakotso west 
of Antananarivo to touch a stone and piece of wood vandalized from a vazimba 
grave, he replied, 

"I cannot think of doing such a thing." Why'? "Because it will make me sick and in 
consequence of which I shall die." That is a false idea of yours, some of the children have 
done it and some time ago and none of them were sick. "I am not like the children, the 
children learn the book." The children believe what we tell them, therefore they learn, but 
what we tell you, you will not believe therefore you cannot learn. "But, said he, teaching with 
the paper [taratasy]and with the mouth is not the same."90 

Not the same, that is, not because one was intimate and the other foreign but 
because the protective powers associated with them were considered to be different 
and to derive from varied origins. A careful reading of mission documents reveals 
that Malagasy adherents and opponents of the new jivavahana were not the only 
people who conceptualized the practices and objects of Christianity through the 
idiom of the ody-sampy complex. Missionaries continually struggled over ways to 
communicate their message across linguistic and cultural barriers. They attributed 
their inability to do so effectively during their first years of residence in central 
Madagascar to inherent deficiencies in the Malagasy language and to highland 
intellects rather than to the feebleness of their own linguistic and cultural 
knowledge or to their inexperience and lack of tact. After little more than six 
months' residence in Antananarivo, David Jones complained, 

I find it a great difficulty to convey to their minds a knowledge of religion in its different 
branches so as to make them sensible & see plainly what I speak to them, and what adds to 
the difficulty is the want of words and expressions in the language to convey a knowledge of 
spiritual things to their minds. I have conversed with many others besides children on  the 
same topics and have found the difficulties being in the same things.91 

88 Baker to Arundel, Antananarivo, 01/09/30, LMS/3/3/D, emphasis in the original. 
89 "Extract of Report by James Hastie," Antananarivo, 17/03/25, LMS/2/2/A; and Griffiths to 

Arundel, Antananarivo, 20112125, LMS/2/2/D, p. 13. Many of the students in mission schools were 
drafted into the army. 

90 Jones, Griffiths, and Canham, "Copy of a Journal Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 
01/04/23 through 26/09/23, entry for 22/09/23, LMSIJIl, p. 31. 

9l Jones to Burder, Antananarivo, 03/05/21, LMSIlI21C. 
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Missionaries' conversations with highlanders in which the Malagasy offered inter- 
pretations of the LMS's evangelistic message provided foreigners with effective 
ideas for solving these "problems." During an intense encounter with the principal 
people of Ambohitraina in 1823 (environs of Antananarivo), missionaries occupied 
a great deal of time explicating "the supreme Being his attributes, the works of 
creation & providence." 

Here they interrupted us by saying "With you is the seat of knowledge, pray can you inform 
us of the oudiaina" [from ody, charm, and aina, life or breath] i.e. the means of preserving 
life, or literally, the medicine of life. We then referred to the tree of life & man in a state 
of innocency, his fall and its consequences, the infinite compassion of God in providing a 
saviour for all who may repent and believe in him. They listened to this with deep attention 
and exclaimed "That is indeed the oudiaina which we never yet could find 0ut."~2 

Despite their repeated attacks on the "falsity" of the ody-sampy complex, mission- 
aries found the idea of Christ and the scriptures as "charms of life" too tempting 
and cogent an evangelistic strategy to pass up. A later entry in their journal of 
missionary travels during September 1823 notes that in the town of Ambo-
hipoloalina they "explained . . . the Divine Being, his perfections & laws, the fall of 
man and his recovery by the Oudiaina, or the S a v i o ~ r . " ~ ~  The idea of Christ as a 
charm of life continued to resonate with both missionaries and Malagasy, for in a 
Malagasy language catechism composed and published in 1828, David Griffiths 
wrote that belief in Christ was an "ody aina." The "ody aina" passage was retained 
in a subsequent edition of the catechism published in 1863.94 While missionaries 
repeatedly communicated their opposition to highland Malagasy beliefs in the 
powers and even the very idea of charms, they effectively taught Christ as a charm 
of life into the late nineteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~ 5  

IN A PERCEPTIVE STUDY OF TAGALOGFAMILIARIZATION WITH CHRISTIANITYin the 
Philippines, Vicente Rafael describes Filipino attempts to make sense of Spanish 
discourses of Christianity as "listening-as-fishing," noting the fortuitous ways in 
which Tagalog speakers attached their own interpretations to largely unintelligible 
Spanish words spoken by missionary priests.96 In a similar fashion, this history of 
transformations in jivavahana has explored how the discourse and theology of 
missionary evangelists were molded by the process of the Malagasy fishing for 
meaning among Christian ideas and practices. The foundational stories of Chris- 
tianity as embodied in biblical literature and grounded in the historical experiences 
of early Christians in the Mediterranean were certainly alien to highland Malagasy. 

92 Jones, Griffiths, and Canham, "Copy of a Journal Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 
01104123 through 26109123, entry for 16109123, LMSIJI1, p. 6. 

9Vones, Griffiths, and Canham, "Copy of a Journal Kept during a Tour round Tananarivou," 
01104123 through 26109123, entry for 23109123, LMSIJI1, p. 37. 

94 David Griffiths, Ny Fanadinana nu Fampiheverina ny Teny ny Andriarnanitra amy ny Fanontaniana, 
sy ny Famaliana (Antananarivo, 1828), 32; Griffiths, Ny Fanadinana, nu Farnpiheverina, ny 
Tenin'Andriamanitra amy ny Fanontaniana sy ny Famaliana (Antananarivo, 1863), 26. 

95 There are other examples of such contradictions, including mission appropriation of the term 
fanafody-remedy, charm-for Western medicines. 

9h Rafael, Contracting Colonialism, 1-22. 
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But the Malagasy appropriated those foreign stories with extraordinary rapidity. 
Missionaries were unable to control this basic process of cultural familiarization, 
not least because of their struggles with the vernacular during their first several 
years in highland Madagascar. The missionaries taught their first royally recruited 
students English, eventually learned Malagasy from them, and set them early on to 
translating the Bible from English into Malagasy. At first largely ignorant of the 
language and important categories of Malagasy thought, the missionaries spent 
their first sixteen years of evangelism catching up with where their students and 
evangelistic "subjects" had taken Christianity in te l l e~ tua l ly .~~  The highland Mala- 
gasy appropriated and familiarized themselves with Christianity even before 
missionaries formed the theological analysis of Malagasy society they later em- 
ployed to guide their strategies of e~ange l iza t ion .~~  Christian fivavahana preceded 
missionaries into the countryside. Consequently, missionary research into Malagasy 
fivavahana, which still informs common understandings of pre-contact Malagasy 
religious belief, did not uncover autonomous and "pure" Malagasy ideas but an 
already half-digested, intellectual, and practical appropriation of Euro-Christianity. 
Partly convinced and converted by Malagasy interpretations of Christianity and 
partly repelled by them, the missionaries were forced to decide whether they would 
accept certain interpretations and practices of the new fivavahana or reject them. 
When they fought against the grain of Malagasy familiarization with mission 
Christianity during the early nineteenth century, LMS personnel were seldom 
successful. 

The extraordinary spread of Christianity in central Madagascar even in the face 
of royal disapproval following the ascension of Ranavalona in 1828 and in the 
virtual absence of foreign missionaries between 1836 and 1861 can be explained by 
the failure of the missionaries to determine the cultural terms by which Christianity 
was understood. While they sojourned in Madagascar, the missionaries remained 
authoritative in certain key respects such as in determining who might be baptized 
or what final form the translated scriptures would take. But, as a cultural minority, 
however politically connected and materially powerful in relationship to their 
intended subjects of evangelization, British missionaries had to abdicate the 
meaning and much of the practice of Christianity to what made intellectual sense 
in Malagasy vernacular culture. The key contradiction of Malagasy Christianity was 
that the very practices against which the missionaries most loudly inveighed 
fundamentally structured the highlanders' perceptions of Christianity. In practice, 
the missionaries were not effectively opposing highland "capacities and modes of 
thinking" but operating, in the eyes of Malagasy, within a Malagasy cultural logic. 

9' The same challenge faced missionaries who returned to highland Madagascar after the death of 
Ranavalona in 1861, especially those working in the countryside. See, for example, Lars Dahle to 
Hovedbestyrelsen, Antananarivo, 22110170, 13216; Egnaes to Hovedbestyrelsen, Ambohimasina, 171061 
71, 13217; Engh to Hovedbestyrelsen, Betafo, 10107172, 13219; and Engh to Hovedbestyrelsen, Betafo, 
20101173, 13311 (all the preceding are documents in the Archives of Det Norske Misjonsselskapet or the 
Norwegian Missionary Society, Misjonsh~gskolen, Stavanger, Norway, Hjemme Arkiv, Inkomne Brev 
fra Madagaskar); James Barker to Mullens, Antananarivo, 28112169, LMSI816ID; John Parrett to 
Mullens, Antananarivo, 26102170, LMSI911IB; James Sibree to Mullens, Ambohimanga, 01108170, 
LMSI912IA; William Cousins to Mullens, Antananarivo, 03108171, LMSI914IA; Cameron to Mullens, 
Antananarivo, 20102173, LMSI1014IC. 

98 See, for example, the synthesis in HOM, 1: 387-438. 
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This is a widely recognized phenomenon in the global spread of Chr i~ t i an i ty .~qf  the 
missionaries were primarily interested in disproving the powers of vazimba, 
talisman, and charms, or the knowledge of diviners and astrologers, Malagasy 
adherents to the new jivavahana tended to interpret Christianity through precisely 
those paradigms. Such "bridging" from both directions to similar practices and 
concepts-for missionaries with eventual disapproval, for Malagasy with great 
interest and understanding-is an example of what James Lockhart in his study of 
Spanish-Nahua cultural encounters in colonial Mexico called the process of Double 
Mistaken Identity, "in which each side of the cultural exchange presumes that a 
given form or concept is operating in the way familiar with its own tradition and is 
unaware or unimpressed by the other side's i n t e r p r e t a t i ~ n . " ~ ~ ~  

But it was more than that. Double Mistaken Identity suggests the maintenance of 
two discrete cultural systems that respective members imperfectly bridge from each 
direction. Highland Malagasy Christians and British missionaries, however, each 
transformed the parameters of their sacred understanding through reflexive 
intellectual engagements, and they did so early on. This is especially clear in the 
making of Malagasy Christianity out of the various cultural resources, numinous 
traditions, and religious ideas at hand, some domestic, some imported. But it was 
also true for missionary religiosity, although we know less about the impact of the 
encounter on the missionaries than we do the Malagasy. Having learned the 
Malagasy language, struggled to communicate their message through local idiom, 
and lived their own Christianity as jivavahana, missionaries gained a new appreci- 
ation for the meanings of prayer and an understanding of scripture as a charm of 
life. Double Mistaken Identity, then, lived a very short life in highland Madagascar. 
The paradox of this cultural encounter is that if we are interested in what it meant 
to be Christian in early nineteenth-century highland Madagascar, we learn more 
through elite evidence about Malagasy or "subaltern" Christianity than we do about 
missionaries' own religiosity. If the Malagasy were the evangelized subjects of 
mission enterprise, their "capacities and modes of thinking" largely set the 
parameters of the religious conversions experienced by all involved. 

When the cultural translation of Christianity is understood in this way, royal and 
missionary theories of conversion that postulated Christianity as a break with 
ancestral tradition are no longer convincing. Gerald Berg has perceptively noted 
that Ranavalona preferred to maintain a pluralistic religious system in her kingdom, 
with foreign missionaries and Malagasy royal subjects each observing the customs 
and veneration of their own sacred ancestors, thereby preventing the erosion of the 
sovereign's authority as a mediator of ancestral blessings passing from Malagasy 
royal ancestors toward her subjects.101 While the missionaries would like to believe 
that the Malagasy converted to Christianity only through baptism and instruction, 

yy Rafael, Contracting Colonialism; Wyatt MacGaffey, Religion and Society in Central Africa: The 
BaKongo of Lower Zaire (Chicago, 1986);Wyatt MacGaffey, "Dialogues of the Deaf: Europeans on the 
Atlantic Coast of Africa," in Schwartz, Implicit Understandings, 249-67; Wendy James and Douglas H. 
Johnson, eds., Vernacular Christianity: Essays in the Social Anthropology of Religion Presented to Godfrey 
Lienhardt (New York, 1988);Sanneh, Encountering the West; Landau, Realm of the Word. 

100 James Lockhart, "Some Nahua Concepts in Postconquest Guise," Histov of European Ideas 6 
(1985): 477. 

Berg, "Writing Ideology," 80-81. 
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in fact the Malagasy appropriated from the missionaries only what they wished, and 
the missionaries themselves were obliged to convert, in part, to the ideas and 
practices of the new fivavahana. The danger to Ranavalona of Christianity, 
therefore, was not that a few of her subjects were stepping across a cultural frontier 
into an alien religion through baptism (this would have retained the separation 
between Christianity and the queen's authority) but that her subjects were 
effectively tearing down the conceptual and practical walls separating Christianity 
and fivavahana. If Malagasy and European religious practices could have been 
maintained separate and discrete, the number of Malagasy who converted through 
baptism before 1861 would have proved little challenge to the queen's authority. 
While missionaries were chipping human pieces from the queen's edifice of 
authority, highland Malagasy peasants were ripping the structure apart by their 
selective appropriations of Christian thought and practice. Ranavalona's response 
to the popularization of Christianity, detailed by other scholars, was a frantic 
attempt to cleanse highland cultural practice of the newfivavahana and to revitalize 
royal authority with Malagasy cultural inventions.lo2 

Popular familiarization with Christianity in nineteenth-century highland Mada- 
gascar also offers new perspectives on the conversion through baptism of the next 
queen and prime minister of the Merina kingdom in early 1869. Espousing a 
mission ideal of Christianity, the leaders of the Merina kingdom conceptualized 
their conversion through baptism as a transformative movement from an old 
practice into a new one. When they publicly burned their "charms" and "idols" and 
forced the peasantry to do the same, the queen and prime minister, like Ranavalona 
before them, failed to align themselves with popular understandings of Christianity. 
While the holders of earthly power converted to a mission-inspired version of 
Christianity, the peasantry retained its practices of intellectual hybridity. The 
fundamental cultural fissure between highland Malagasy and their leadership, 
therefore, dates to the early years of LMS missionaries' work in Madagascar and 
not to the royal baptism of 1869. 

CHRISTIAN provides fresh insights into the EVANGELISM IN HIGHLAND MADAGASCAR 
relationships between power, popular culture, and discourses of colonization. The 
Merina kingdom was not a formal European colony. While pursuing their own 
goals, however, missionaries were among the first representatives of British 
imperialism in Madagascar. British clerics were encouraged and supported by 
Governor Farquhar of Mauritius and were working at the invitation of King 
Radama to strengthen his geographically expanding and increasingly exploitative 
administration. Actively promoting the hegemony of a dependent state in the 
British secondary empire-one highly unpopular with the Malagasy peasantry- 
LMS missionaries became intensely engaged in daily intellectual exchanges with the 
highland Malagasy.lo3 The way in which the Malagasy selectively appropriated 
Christianity is testimony to the porousness of the linguistic, cultural, social, and 

102 Raison-Jourde, Bible et pouvoir a Madagascar, 188-93; Berg, "Writing Ideology," 80. 
'OThe relationship of a highland public to Radama's administration is discussed in Pier M. Larson, 
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class frontiers across which cultural practices commonly flow in a globally con- 
nected world.lO4 The history of Christian evangelism in highland Madagascar 
demonstrates how fragile the "hegemonic discourses" of foreign (even indigenous) 
elites can be, even where they were formally promoted by state power. The process 
by which the Malagasy familiarized themselves with the discourses of British 
missionaries transformed the meanings of those discourses, frustrating missionar- 
ies' carefully laid plans for disciplining converts and defining a Christian theology 
in Malagasy idiom. The failure of the missionaries to determine how the Malagasy 
understood their message was precisely why Christianity became so rooted cultur- 
ally and intellectually within the highland Malagasy milieu. Among the many 
paradoxes of evangelism in Madagascar was the popular intellectual domination of 
Christianity-a set of discourses, practices, and beliefs-by the intended recipients 
of Euro-Christian evangelization. 

A common theme in global Christian evangelism, the pattern of vernacular 
familiarization with Christianity presented here suggests a rethinking of the way in 
which cultural dominance is commonly theorized in recent colonial history and 
theory. Foundational to much new work on culture and empire has been scholar- 
ship emanating from the Subaltern Studies Group, formed in India during the early 
1980s. The founders of subaltern studies maintained that Indian historians had 
been unwilling to consider the possibility that subaltern classes could exercise 
meaningful autonomy in social and political life or independently contribute to 
nationalist projects. Ranajit Guha wrote in one of the group's foundational 
documents that the dominant historiography of India had failed "to acknowledge, 
far less interpret, the contribution made by the people on their own, that is, 
independently of the elite to the making and development of . . . nationalism." 
What subaltern studies sought was a history centered on and originating from an 
indigenous and "autonomous domain." The subaltern historical agency that Guha 
and his colleagues sought to recapture, he explained, "neither originated from elite 
politics nor did its existence depend on the latter."1°5 

Emerging from subaltern studies, postcolonial theory also considerably influ- 
enced the conceptualization of imperial cultural history. While several of the 
current proponents of postcolonial theory were active in India's Subaltern Studies 
Group, many came to recognize the limits of a historical paradigm that sought to 
delineate a purely autonomous subaltern agency within the material and discursive 
constraints that characterized life in an economy of global capitalism. Thus the 
proposition of autonomy at the core of subaltern studies began to crumble as 
scholars from diverse perspectives began to demonstrate the ways in which 
subaltern lives were structured by experiences in a world where peasants and 
proletarians actively participated but in which elites usually set the terms of 

Madagascar): Ritual Inversions during the Fandroana of 1817," Journal of Religion in Africa 26 (August 
1997): 1-31. 

lo4 For an excellent example of this, see David B. Coplan, In the Time of Cannibals: The Word Music 
of South Africa's Basotho Migrants (Chicago, 1994). 

105 Ranajit Guha, "On Some Aspects of the Historiography of Colonial India," in Ranajit Guha and 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, eds., Selected Subaltern Studies (New York, 1988), 39, 40. 
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debate.106 What is problematic about postcolonial theory in this debate, however, is 
that its adherents effectively inverted rather than critically modified the Subaltern 
Studies Group's proposition of subaltern autonomy. Seldom appearing as autono- 
mous agents, subalterns were now seen as trapped within discourses and conditions 
not of their own making.107 Positioned as a critique of the West and its colonizing 
powers, postcolonial theory recognized its subsumption within the "logic" of the 
West. Gyan Prakash explained this aspect of postcolonial theory in a recent article 
in this journal: 

The emergent postcolonial critique . . . seeks to undo the Eurocentrism produced by the 
institution of the West's trajectory, its appropriation of the other as History. It does so, 
however, with the acute realization that its own critical apparatus does not enjoy a panoptic 
distance from colonial history but exists as an aftermath, as an after-after being worked 
over by colonialism. Criticism formed as an aftermath acknowledges that it inhabits the 
structures of Western domination that it seeks to undo.1°8 

The result of postcolonial theory's entrapment within dominant discourses has been 
the production of a philosophy of history and a historical methodology that 
privilege cultural monologue over intellectual engagements across imperial lines, 
with the difference that postcolonial theory largely highlighted imperial agency and 
discourses while subaltern studies recognized those of the indigenous non-elite. 
Indeed, the most dissatisfying dimension of postcolonial theory and many recent 
imperial cultural studies is the way they either sideline or altogether ignore 
indigenous and non-elite discourses and cultural understandings, particularly those 
accessible only in vernacular, simply privileging the languages and discourses of 
colonizers as dominant. 

The intellectual resiliency of peasants in the nitty-gritty of cultural exchange in a 
colonial context is particularly challenging to the way in which James C. Scott has 
theorized peasant resistance and the "weapons of the weak." Sharing a fundamental 
assumption with recent cultural studies of empire, Scott assimilates "ideological" 
domination to "material" domination without problematizing the equivalency.lo9 
His work thus assumes, a priori, whose ideas, intellectual interpretations, and 
cultural practices should dominate in a cultural field encompassing rich and poor, 
elite and peasant. The elite dominate ideologically, and they routinely and 
effectively patrol what Scott terms the onstage "public transcript" for any discursive 
deviance from their self-constructed version of things. Forced by the everyday 
pressure of elite domination on the public stage, peasants are obliged to reserve 
their candid remarks for the offstage "private transcript." While this scenario of 

106 An influential manifestation of this trend outside of subaltern studies proper is the work of 
Edward W. Said, especially Orientalism (New York, 1979) but also Culture and Imperialism (New York, 
1993). 

107 See especially Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" in Cary Nelson and 
Lawrence Grossberg, eds., Mamism and the Interpretation of Culture (Chicago, 1988), 271-313; Gyan 
Prakash, "Postcolonial Criticism and Indian Historiography," Social Text 31-32 (1992): 8-19; Lata 
Mani, "Contentious Traditions: The Debate on Sati in Colonial India," in Kumkum Sangari and Sudesh 
Vaid, eds., Recasting Women: Essays in Indian Colonial History (New Brunswick, N.J., 1990), 88-123; 
Achille Mbembe, "Provisional Notes on the Postcolony," Africa 62 (1992): 3-37. 

' 0 8  Gyan Prakash, "Subaltern Studies as Postcolonial Criticism," AHR 99 (December 1994): 1475-76. 
109 James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven, Conn., 
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discursive interaction in power-charged relationships rings true in certain cases, it 
does not accurately represent the ways in which the ideas and practices of popular 
culture circulate across and around the contours of material power. The metaphor 
of the stage and the highly structured transactions between dominant and subor- 
dinate are too confining to capture the multiple rivulets of cultural flow that subtly 
find paths of least resistance across lines of race, class, gender, and colonial power. 
The everyday intellectual worlds of subalterns are significantly less constrained by 
the infrastructure of power than Scott allows. For Scott, ideas circulate within 
discretely formed classes and move across class frontiers only for extraordinary and 
purposeful reasons of domination or resistance. Scott assumes that all transactions 
in the public transcript are purposefully couched in terms of relationships of earthly 
power. Most things people say and do, however, are not so neatly calculated, nor is 
the lasting significance of much that is transacted on a daily basis immediately clear 
to the participants in those transactions. When the LMS missionaries lent the 
Malagasy the written texts to songs, hymns, and scripture for them to copy on paper, 
could they have imagined that the Malagasy intended to use them like charms? And 
if they did, why did the missionaries oblige the requests? The significance of 
discursive appropriations are often clear only with time, when it is altogether too 
late to stop them. 

Drawing on selective readings of Michel Foucault, recent work on imperial 
discourses of the body, illness, medicine, sexuality, race, and gender in the colonies 
also fail to significantly engage how such discourses are transformed by subaltern 
populations.110I cannot review all these works here. A brief examination of 
Timothy Mitchell's Colonising Egypt suggests some of the practical and theoretical 
difficulties raised by neo-Foucauldian studies. Colonising Egypt represents a cre- 
ative project in the important effort to shift understandings of colonial power away 
from power as repression to power as production. Yet, in his work, Mitchell 
problematically assumes that elite intentions to transform cultural practice in Egypt 
significantly and without meaningful modification "inscribed" Egyptians' daily 
lives.lll Mitchell interprets "enframing," a process of organizing space and 
conceptually containing the activities of everyday Egyptian life, as a disciplinary 
tool buttressed by dominant discourses.l12 Enframing was dominant, presumably, 

11° Among others: Timothy Mitchell, Colonising Egypt (Berkeley, Calif., 1991); David Arnold, 
Colonizing the Body: State Medicine and Epidemic Disease in Nineteenth-Century India (Berkeley, 1993); 
Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire: Foucault's History of Sexuality and the Colonial 
Order of Things (Durham, N.C., 1995); Peter Hulme, Colonial Encounters: Europe and the Native 
Caribbean, 1492-1797 (London, 1992); Hulme, Colonial Discourse, Postcolonial Theory (Manchester, 
1994); Nicholas B. Dirks, "Introduction," in Dirks, ed., Colonialism and Culture (Ann Arbor, Mich., 
1992); Jean Comaroff and John L. Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution: Christianity, Colonialism, 
and Consciousness in South Africa (Chicago, 1991); Megan Vaughan, Curing Their Ills: Colonial Power 
and African Illness (Stanford, Calif., 1991); Sander L. Gilman, Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of 
Sexuality, Race, and Madness (Ithaca, N.Y., 1985); Spivak, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" Some works that 
cannot be placed in the Foucauldian tradition also suffer similar problems: John M. MacKenzie, ed., 
Imperialism and Popular Culture (Manchester, 1986); Ronald Hyam, Empire and Sexual Opportunity: 
The British Experience (Manchester, 1990). 

111 This assumption is made at the outset: "Colonising refers not simply to the establishing of a 
European presence but also to the spread of a political order that inscribes in the social world a new 
conception of space, new forms of personhood, and a new means of manufacturing the experience of 
the real." Mitchell, Colonising Egypt, ix. 

112 Mitchell, Colonising Egypt, chap. 2. 
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because it was official-a technique of rule used by Egyptian and British authorities 
in planning and administration. To the extent that carefully laid official plans did 
not meaningfully transform people's daily lives or Egyptian concepts of space, 
however, their dominance must be brought into question. Mitchell explains the 
effectiveness of disciplinary methods and the hegemony of colonial enframing in 
terms of legislation and intent rather than by effect and experience.l13 By what 
criteria do we determine if an idea, practice, plan, or discourse is dominant or 
subordinate? With reference to whom is it dominant? What kind of dominance and 
subordination are we speaking of? These are fundamental questions that cannot be 
resolved by the assumption that bourgeois, European, official, or elite cultural 
projects are dominant by definition or conversely that the cultural taxonomies of 
the indigenous and non-elite are necessarily subaltern. What is important about 
what people say and do, after all, is not just that they say or do it, or who says and 
does it, it is its reception, its practical impact, and the tangible significance of the 
languages and means chosen to communicate or effect it. Mitchell overemphasizes 
the power of European discourses of rule, a problem that parallels the lopsided 
attention to formal colonial institutions of governance in earlier scholarship. This 
model and others like it fail because they do not demonstrate how-or even 
if-colonial subjects internalized the intellectual parameters of bourgeois disciplin- 
ary methods.l14 Colonial discursive studies have rarely transcended these limita- 
tions because they fail to consider the local discourses and lives of popular 
communities where bourgeois ideology is vernacularized, ignored, engaged, re- 
worked, transformed, or rejected altogether. Discursive studies in the tradition of 
Foucault embody considerable promise in the analysis of imperial power. They 
must not assume, however, as dependency and world systems theories once did, that 
the imperial periphery and colonial subjects were simply "inscribed" in a way 
functional for the core. Studies of colonial discourse and culture must be grounded 
in vernacular discourses and routines of popular influence and relevance, examining 
the interactions between such discourses and those of foreign colonial origin. The 
curious and disengaged sideshows of a deracinated co1oni;l elite, however seem- 
ingly persuasive, cannot substitute for careful examination of the various sources 
and influences of popular culture in the colonies.115 

"Are we just dealing with stories that elites tell themselves?" asks Derek Sayer of 

113 See, for example, the description of how Prussian military regulations were adopted by the 
Ottoman army, Mitchell, Colonising Egypt, 36-39, and how a system of coordinated and surveyed cotton 
production was implemented in the early nineteenth century, 40-43. Symbolic of Mitchell's mistaking 
of measures possibly influential among Egyptian upper classes with mass effectiveness is his description 
of the impact of a book written by French author Edmond Demolins and translated into Arabic: "The 
translation of Demolins' work had a wide impact in Egypt, among a certain social class." Mitchell, 
Colonising Egypt, 111, emphasis mine. 

114 Take, for example, the following statement: "Through its textbooks, school teachers, universities, 
newspapers, novels and magazines, the colonial order was able to penetrate and colonise local 
discourse." Most Egyptian peasants, of course, never had access to any of the above. It might be 
objected here that Colonising Egypt is not about colonization itself but about "the power to colonise" 
(p. ix). But how can techniques of rule be claimed as powerful tools if they are ineffective and restricted 
only to "certain social classes"? Mitchell, Colonising Egypt, 171. 

115 Steve J. Stern's refutation of Latin America's position in Immanuel Wallerstein's world-systems 
theory is pertinent in this context and parallels in many ways, on the economic plan, the criticisms I am 
articulating of colonial cultural studies. Stern, "Feudalism, Capitalism, and the World-System in the 
Perspective of Latin America and the Caribbean," in Frederick Cooper, Allen F. Isaacman, Florencia 
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discursive studies in a recently published collection of essays on popular culture, 
hegemony, and state formation in modern Mexico.l16 The question is pertinent, for 
it suggests that claims for the dominance of "the discursive aspect of colonial rule" 
must be demonstrated in practice rather than merely asserted. If colonial elites 
were indeed engaged in hegemonic cultural projects, what was the practical impact 
of those projects? Was anybody listening to them? The problem with most 
neo-Foucauldian studies of culture in the empire is that they overestimate the 
discursive power of colonial elites and underestimate the failure of elite projects to 
reorganize meaningfully the intellectual terms by which colonial subjects organized 
their worlds of meaning. Recent restatements of Antonio Gramsci's theory of 
hegemony have called into question interpretations that equated hegemony with 
ideological consensus, suggesting solutions to these predicaments of imperialism 
and culture. William Roseberry and Jonathon Glassman remind us that Gramsci 
spun his concept of hegemony in part to describe the failure of the Piedmont 
Bourgeoisie to form an Italian nation-state, and both scholars suggest that the 
proper way to understand hegemony is through a paradigm of struggle. If elites 
usually set the idioms of hegemony, not everyone subscribed to the dominant 
interpretations of those idioms, drawing strands of consciousness from various 
origins and sometimes disputing, reworking, and transforming the languages of 
power.117 Advocating a fluid concept of hegemony that avoids dichotomizing "the 
dominant" and "the popular" (and by extension "the colonial" and "the native"), 
scholars of popular culture in modern Mexico have preferred to speak of a 
hegemonic process rather than of hegemony as such. Florencia E. Mallon explains: 

I do  not . . . equate hegemony with a belief in, or an incorporation of, the dominant ideology. 
Instead, I define hegemony in two distinct, though sometimes related, ways. First, hegemony 
is a set of nested processes, constant and ongoing, through which power relations are 
contested, legitimated, and redefined at all levels of society. According to this definition, 
hegemony is hegemonic process: it can and does exist everywhere, at all times. Secondly, 
hegemony is an actual end point, the result of hegemonic processes. An always dynamic or 
precarious balance, a contract or agreement, is reached among contesting forces.Hs 

Developing hegemony as a cultural process in the same compendium of provocative 
essays, William Roseberry suggests that scholars adopt E. P. Thompson's metaphor 
of a "field of force," a continuous magnetic field of cultural exchange joining ruling 
and subaltern groups, as a means to refine the concept of ideological hegemony. 
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I propose that we use the concept [hegemony] not to understand consent but to understand 
struggle; the ways in which the words, images, symbols, forms, organizations, institutions, 
and movements used by subordinate populations to talk about, understand, confront, 
accommodate themselves to, or resist their domination are shaped by the process of 
domination itself. What hegemony constructs, then, is not a shared ideology but a common 
material and meaningful framework for living through, talking about, and acting upon social 
orders characterized by domination.l19 

The ways in which Malagasy familiarization with Christianity shaped mission 
strategies of evangelization (Christ as a charm of life) suggest we push this nested 
and processual paradigm of hegemony in a Thompsonian field of force one step 
further. By first embracing and then transforming missionary Christian idiom into 
something personal and meaningful, the highland Malagasy contributed "a common 
material and meaningful framework for living through, talking about, and acting 
upon" everyday life in highland Madagascar. Open to various forces and partici- 
pations, the hegemonic process-which in this case was essentially a process of 
cultural translation and appropriation of the LMS missionaries' religious idiom-is 
not disembodied. When hegemonic processes are conceptually opened to the 
meaningful contribution of subalterns, it should not be surprising that in some cases 
subalterns articulate languages of hegemony that constrain the elite, rather than 
merely disputing, reworking, or transforming languages introduced by the politi- 
cally dominant. Subalterns, furthermore, may dominate the intellectual field of 
force without a conscious struggle. While providing for the contributions of 
non-elites to a common cultural hegemony, the concept of struggle is especially 
problematic in the field of popular culture. People do not necessarily see the ways 
in which they transform ideas and practices as purposeful contests with a confining 
force. The making of Malagasy Christianity from a foreign idiom was an intellectual 
activity that creatively employed the cultural-intellectual material at hand more 
than a struggle against some constraining imposition. While allowing for substantial 
peasant contribution, the field of force metaphor as developed and employed by 
Roseberry nevertheless suggests that peasants react to primary intellectual forces 
intruding from the outside.120 In highland Madagascar, on the other hand, those 
who consciously fought hegemonic interpretations and practices of Christianity 
were British missionaries, not Malagasy peasants. 

A form of peasant hegemony fashioned from a vernacularization, reinterpreta- 
tion, and theological transformation of mission Christianity, popular Christianity in 
highland Madagascar transformed missionary theology and strategies of evangeli- 
zation. Religious translations across cultures, Vicente Rafael has reminded us, 
perforce entail transformations of religious meaning.121 Once the process of Double 
Mistaken Identity breaks down-and it did so very quickly in highland Madagascar 

119 Roseberry, "Hegemony and the Language of Contention," 360-61. 
120 Roseberry, "Hegemony and the Language of Contention," 360: "They [peasants] exist within and 

are shaped by the field of force." But they may also profoundly shape that field of force. Or pp. 360-61: 
"the ways in which the words, images, symbols, forms, organizations, institutions, and movements used 
by subordinate populations to talk about, understand, confront, accommodate themselves to, or resist 
their domination are shaped by the process of domination itself." The coin can be flipped. The same 
is also true of politically and economically dominant populations that, like the LMS missionaries, 
resisted the process of Malagasy intellectual domination of Christianity. 

121 Rafael, Contracting Colonialism, esp. ix-x. 
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with respect to Christianity and Jivavahana-the terms of cultural equations are 
open to dramatic reorganization. In this case, Malagasy peasants so enthusiastically 
embraced Christianity that they transformed the missionary side of the equation. 
Among the poor and powerless in highland Madagascar, Malagasy Christians 
nevertheless came to dominate Christianity intellectually and numerically, trans- 
forming both the theology and the practice that foreign missionaries sought to 
impart. This case and many others like it presented by colleagues working in Africa 
and elsewhere challenge a priori claims that the intellectual discourses and cultural 
practices of peoples at the European periphery are subordinate by definition. In the 
highlands of Madagascar during the early nineteenth century, the languages and 
practices of Christianity were introduced by foreign missionaries but soon emerged 
as the transformed product of a peasant hegemony that endures into the present. 
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